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Abstract 

 

Background: Flipped classrooms are increasingly becoming popular as a 

pedagogical method to improve student engagement, critical thinking skills, learning 

outcomes and success. However, current literature on flipped classrooms provides limited 

insight on instructors’ motivations, perceptions, and challenges, especially in the context 

of higher education. Purpose: The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand the 

instructors’ motivations to adopt the flipped classroom method and the challenges and 

issues that instructors faced when they taught in a flipped format at a south central urban 

public university. More specifically, this study noted the best strategies and technologies 

for implementation of flipped classrooms. Methods: This study used a semi-structured 

interview method outlined by Phil Carspecken for critical qualitative research.  Six 

faculty instructors who previously taught using a flipped class method were interviewed. 

The data were analyzed using reconstructive, more specifically high and low level coding 

to draw out the themes. Peer-debriefing was used to increase trustworthiness of analysis. 

Results: The findings of this study revealed several interconnected themes related to the 

research questions: (1) the need for creating student-centered, active learning pedagogy, 

(2) lack of clear understanding of the “flipped” format on the part of the students, (3) the 

changing nature of student responsibilities and the instructor’s role in a flipped class 

setting, (4) the strategies for accommodating the diversity of the students’ knowledge 

bases, and creating engagement and assessment tools, (5) importance of creating proper 

communication strategies and dealing with unpredictable technology issues. Conclusion: 

The findings can potentially serve as a guide for other instructors who want to adopt 

flipped classroom method to improve their students’ learning outcome. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Faculty members in higher education are continually evaluating and using new 

educational technologies in classrooms as well as outside classrooms to enhance their 

teaching. The National Education Technology Plan (2010, 2011) has emphasized the 

useful integration of educational technology with pedagogy. For this purpose, the 

National Education Technology Plan (2010, 2011) set up goals for educators which 

include 1) the practice of connected teaching, 2) connecting with exemplary practices, 3) 

connecting to content, 4) expertise, 5) activities through online communities, 6) 

connecting with the growing demand for skilled online instruction, 7) closing the 

technology gap in teaching and connecting with students to personalize and motivate 

learning. Worldwide. educators and educational policy makers are looking for a more 

student-oriented pedagogical style to promote learning, student success and retention 

(Trogden, 2015).   

One pedagogical style, popularly known as flipped classroom, also known as an 

inverted classroom method, is gaining a lot of attention and attracting many academic 

researchers and practitioners to choose this method as their operational area. In a flipped 

classroom, students typically watch videos or read assigned readings before coming to 

the class and the class time is used to engage students with active learning activities, such 

as problem-based learning, peer instruction, group discussion, and clearing up the 

confusion. Current research on flipped learning pedagogy often indicates a positive 

impact on student academic achievement and student critical thinking skills (Bishop & 
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 Verleger, 2013; Brunsell & Horejsi, 2011; Fulton, 2012). The Flipped Learning 

Network (2014) defines flipped classroom as follows: 

A pedagogical approach in which direct instruction moves from the group 

learning space to the individual learning space, and the resulting group space is 

transformed into a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator guides 

students as they apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject matter. (p.1)  

A flipped classroom adopts a combination of active learning and constructivist 

approach which involves activities or learning tasks to be accomplished by the students at 

home apart from regular classroom time and blends the use of technology with hands-on 

activities (Gannod, 2008). Hill (2013) writes: 

The flipped model allows instructors to help students during assigned, 

compensated class time within their respective teaching loads; guiding students as they 

engage with the content in any number of active learning activities. It also makes it easier 

for faculty to identify and correct stumbling blocks to learning as they are happening. 

(p.1) 

To promote active learning, instructors are looking for active learning pedagogies 

and course redesign, such as hybrid, flipped or blended classroom formats (Johnson, 

Becker, Estrada & Freeman, 2015).  The National Center for Academic Transformation 

(NCAT, 2015) has outlined general strategies for course redesign. However, the point of 

view of defining, designing, and implementing, as well as possible challenges may vary 

from faculty to faculty (Flipped Learning Network, 2013). This study was conducted at a 

south central large public university. It involves six faculty members who had previously 

taught in a flipped classroom. 
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 A flipped classroom often incorporates group discussion, group presentations, 

problem-solving activities, and other active learning strategies. Research on flipped 

classrooms has shown to improve student engagement, enhance critical thinking skills, 

increase student retention rates, advance team-based skills, personalized student 

guidance, and group discussions, while providing creative freedom for the instructors 

(Millard, 2012). Even though the research on flipped classrooms has started to gain 

momentum thorough investigations on the best practices for implementing flipped 

classrooms are needed. These practices involve both in-class and out of class student and 

teacher activities. This study aims to understand the faculty motivation, challenges and 

best practices used by the instructors while implementing a flipped classroom. 

Problem Statement and Research Questions 

Teaching adult learners is highly challenging in many ways, especially when 

students are coming from increasingly diverse backgrounds in terms of race, language, 

learning culture, education backgrounds, skills and knowledge level. While discussing 

the implications of the National Education Technology Plan (NETP), Russell, Lippincott, 

and Getman (2013) mentioned that: 

One way to approach adult education is to consider how to deliver the core 

content of a course without focusing all or the majority of the teacher’s time in that 

activity, freeing the teacher to do more one-on-one coaching and tutoring in a class 

setting. Teachers should be assisted in preparing for new instructional modes, such as 

blended learning, the flipped classroom. (p. 22).  

The researcher’s goal was to find answers to the following research questions: 
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 1. What are the motivations of instructors for adopting the flipped classroom 

instructional method? 

2. What are the challenges and issues perceived by instructors in 

implementing and maintaining a flipped class method? 

3. What are the strategies and technologies recommended by the instructors 

for implementing and maintaining a flipped classroom? 

Purpose of the Study 

This study involved six faculty instructors who taught using a flipped class 

method at a south central large public university. The purpose of the study was to 

understand the factors that played behind the faculty members’ motivations to start a 

flipped classroom and the challenges that they faced when they taught in a flipped 

method. This study also aimed to explore the steps, actions and technologies that were 

used or recommended by the faculty members to implement their flipped classes.  

Need for the Study 

Faculty attitude and perceptions are important for implementing any new 

instructional method using technology. Instructors may not show enough interest in 

adopting a new technology involving online activities due to various reasons, such as lack 

of instructional support, increased workloads, and the inadequacy of monetary 

compensation, even though most of the time faculty are enthusiastic about the positive 

sides of the new online educational technology (Gibson, Ostashewski, & Flintoff, 2015). 

Additionally, instructors may not have the knowledge of successful integration strategies 

of the instructional technologies (Johnson, Becker, Estrada, & Freeman, 2015). 
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 Technology plays a crucial role in the learning process of today’s digital learners 

(Bullen & Morgan, 2016). Not just incorporating technology, but using it meaningfully to 

support pedagogy is essential for the success of flipped classrooms (Musallam, 2013, 

January 5). Johnson et al. (2013) mentioned, “simply capitalizing on new technology is 

not enough; the new models must use these tools and services to engage students on a 

deeper level” (p. 26). Alternatively, educators may be doubtful and unsure about the 

effectiveness of new technologies and shy away from trying new methods.  Also, 

implementation of educational technology (software license, limited term usage etc.) are 

often costly. Hence, it is not only important to understand the reason behind adopting a 

new method or technology via course redesign, but also to continue using the technology 

in future.  

There is a need to explore why educators around the world are increasingly 

redesigning their courses and adopting flipped classroom methods of design (Hamdan, 

McKnight & McKnight, 2013; Johnson et al., 2015). The flipped classroom model 

belongs to the “replacement model” of course redesign as outlined by NCAT (2015): 

“The replacement model reduces the number of in-class meetings and a) replaces some 

in-class time with out-of-class, online, interactive learning activities, or b) also makes 

significant changes in remaining in-class meetings” (p.1).  

Researchers need to find out what motivates faculty members for a transition or 

change, what possible challenges and issues they face, their preferred technology, and 

what changes they observe among the students in terms of engagement, confidence and 

retention, compared to the face-to-face classroom method experiences. Additionally, 

most of the existing research on flipped classrooms is not only focused on the student 
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 related issues, but also, these studies are mostly quantitative studies (McLaughlin, Roth, 

& Glatt, 2014; Snowden, 2012).  

Answers to the research questions mentioned above potentially enrich the 

educational literature by contributing to the knowledge base in the field of flipped 

classroom and technology integration and may serve as a guideline for teachers who want 

to adopt this method as a goal to improve their teaching by focusing on more 

collaborative, student-centered active learning.



 

 

Chapter II 

Review of Literature 

This chapter will present the literature review focusing on the background of 

flipped classroom pedagogy in general and regarding the research questions that this 

study sought to answer.  More specifically, this review discusses the framework of the 

following areas related to flipped classrooms: need for a flipped classroom, theoretical 

background of the flipped classrooms, characteristics and mechanism of the flipped 

classroom, case studies on flipped classrooms, research methodologies used in flipped 

classrooms, and common issues with flipped classrooms. 

Need for a Flipped Classroom 

This section examines the need for the implementation of flipped teaching 

methods due to the limitations and ineffectiveness of the traditional lecture-based 

pedagogical method. Moraros (2015) wrote, 

Traditional lecture courses can be quite limiting because often times, they do not 

provide sufficient face-to-face time for students to apply course related material in 

the class. Therefore, students are required to complete this deeper learning on 

their own, after a lecture is given, and without the guidance and support of their 

instructor or peers. (p. 2) 

Research indicates a need for a change in teaching styles to provide students with 

an ideal learning environment, supported by educational technology, to create an optimal 

environment conducive to student learning and engagement (O'Flaherty & Philips, 2016). 

Berkley (2010) noted that student engagement is crucial for learning any discipline. 

Students who are engaged with more attention usually display some distinct behaviors 
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 not observed in students who are not engaged. More actively engaged students ask 

questions, evaluate their learning materials and make strong connections between 

concepts, unlike the disengaged students who often show a surface approach without 

thoroughly going through the study materials and engaging themselves actively 

(Hockings, Cooke, Yamashita, McGinty, & Bowl, 2008).  Often, teachers are limited 

with a specific class time and face-to-face classroom meetings to achieve an effective 

balance between lectures and active learning strategies, which does not allow for the best 

learning outcome for students and the traditional lecture style classrooms often fail to 

engage students (Gauci, Dantas, Williams, & Kemm, 2009; Greenberg, Medlock, & 

Stephens, 2011; Haak, HilleRisLambers, Pitre, & Freeman, 2011; Strayer, 2012). 

Snowden (2012) pointed out that the younger generation is learning in a different 

style since they are exposed to video games, digital tools like tablets and smartphones 

and spend more time online than the previous generations and use at least some sort of 

technology. Hence, the system of learning for the new generation of students should also 

be designed differently. Borg and Shapiro (1996), in a study with a class of 

undergraduate economics students, showed that if the instructor’s teaching style does not 

comply with the learning style of the student, it may lead to a reduction of student 

learning and interest.  

Kim and Jeong (2016) and Bergmann and Sams (2015) indicated that the 

traditional lecture-style teaching method in higher education limits the scope of 

individualized instruction, as well as personalized instruction.  Hence, the particular 

personal needs and individual differences of each and every student are often not met.  
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 Additionally, traditional lecture-style teaching methods often fail to incorporate 

collaborative activities among students (Clark, 2015). 

Weimer (2002) suggested five key changes to the pedagogical practice to address 

such concerns. These included:  1) the role of the teacher, 2) the balance of power, 3) the 

function of the content, 4) the responsibility for learning, and 5) the process and purpose 

of evaluation. In the transition to a learner-centered instructional model, there occurs an 

obvious paradigm shift in balance of power in which faculty need to change their role 

from information-giver to a facilitator of learning by sharing the decision-making process 

with students. This implies that with this new “power shift” the teacher will control less 

in the new system, and student involvement will be much higher (Weimer, 2002).  

These changes are reflected in the US Department of Education's 2010 Meta-

Analysis and Review of Online Learning Studies which shows that blended learning 

courses produce better learning outcomes compared to traditional lecture-style classes 

(Means, Toyama, Murphy, & Bakia 2013; Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, & Jones, 

2010). Johnson, Becker, Estrada and Freeman (2015) showed how flipped classrooms are 

becoming popular in the US. They reported,  

Today, many universities and colleges are increasingly embracing this approach. 

Flipped learning is seen as especially suited for higher education because the rearranging 

of class time gives students in large introductory lecture courses more opportunity to 

engage and interact with their peers. Instructors also make more efficient use of their time 

by focusing on content that is especially challenging for students. (p. 38)  

Jackson (2013) indicated that in a recent US survey by the Center for Digital 

Education, results indicated that flipped classrooms lead to higher mastery of information 
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 (80% of respondents) and increased retention of information (81% of respondents).  

Additionally, survey respondents agreed that that flipped classroom affected student 

attitudes positively (86% of the respondents).  

From the administrative and financial point of view, universities are receiving 

fewer funds from the government and student-generated income has become a major 

source of funding (Butt, 2014). For this reason, the traditional lecture-style instructional 

method is not efficient from the point of view of administration (Harris & Cullen, 2010). 

Additionally, the traditional method limits the scope of becoming an independent self-

reliant lifelong learner (Trilling & Fadel, 2009), which is a sharp contrast to 21st century 

pedagogy which demands higher levels of imagination, creativity, and innovation for 21st 

century work. From an economic point of view, blended learning is seen as a cost-, 

classroom-space- and time-saving administrative action (Graham, 2013). Butt (2014) 

reported that  

The improved experience for students noted in this and other studies, and the 

neutral cost in academic time and resources, academics have a duty to students to explore 

more engaging and interactive ways of presenting courses such as (but not limited to) 

flipped classroom approaches. (p. 42)  

Hence, the flipped classroom is emerging as an effective teaching strategy with 

many possible positive outcomes.  Later in this chapter, those positive outcomes found in 

the existing research will be discussed. However, first, it is important to discuss the 

theoretical framework of the flipped classroom. 
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 Theoretical Background of the Flipped Classrooms 

This section explores relevant theories and concepts that are building blocks for 

flipped classroom. Specifically discussed are the constructivist perspectives of learning, 

collaborative learning, cooperative learning, cognitive theory of multimedia learning, 

just- in-time teaching, peer instruction/tutoring, active learning and flipped classrooms, 

bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001) and technology integration, Socratic 

teaching method, and active learning classrooms. 

Constructivist perspectives of learning.  The flipped classroom involves the 

components of Vygotsky’s constructivist theory (Vygotsky, 1978) as well as Bandura’s 

social learning theory (Bandura, 1977). Constructivism aims at more meaningful and 

self-directed learning, in which learners construct their knowledge in a unique way in 

contrast to the traditional lecture-style method of receiving knowledge passively from the 

instructor.  When a student can connect newly acquired knowledge to existing 

knowledge, deep learning occurs, by using the concept of adding to the cognitive 

structure of the learner (Yip, 2004). Students acquiring new knowledge using the 

information gathered through personal experiences such as activities, projects, and 

discussions experience constructivist learning (Ultanir, 2012). According to social 

learning theory, the learner’s behavior and the situation in which the learner is present 

both influence the learner’s next action (Bandura, 1977). For constructivists, instructors 

should be considered as facilitators to the learning process, which includes (1) learning as 

an active process of constructing rather than acquiring knowledge, and (2) instruction as a 

process of supporting that construction rather than communicating knowledge (Duffy & 

Cunningham, 1996).  
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 Collaborative learning originates from Piaget’s theory of conflict (Foot & Howe, 

1998).   When two or more people learn something together, they hold one another 

accountable for their learning. Group work, group discussions and problem-based 

activities, which are often common in flipped classrooms, can lead to very high level of 

collaborative learning (Szparagowski, 2014).   

Strayer’s (2012) research on flipped classrooms shows that students are more 

open to cooperative learning in a flipped classroom as compared to in a face-to-face 

classroom.  The cooperative learning aspects of the flipped class model can be compared 

with Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). ZPD refers 

to a learning environment where students are regularly challenged by new information 

which is not too difficult (McLeod, 2010).  Since students may not be able to internalize 

the information by themselves, the instructor's assistance or scaffolded instruction is 

required to match learners to their needs.  It is paramount, however, that the instructor be 

qualified to assist students. In a flipped class, “While students receive mentored guidance 

from their instructor, they are allowed to use their “learning-by-doing” experiences to 

help construct, organize and support their own knowledge and educational advancement” 

(Moraros, Islam, Yu, Banow, & Schindelka, 2015, p. 2).  

Cognitive theory of the multimedia learning model. Multimedia resource usage 

has been a crucial aspect in the inverting or flipping process. Veenema and Gardner 

(1996) suggested that multimedia resources could maximize students’ intelligences, and 

provide them with different channels of understanding the materials.  The cognitive 

theory of multimedia learning conceptualized by Mayer (2001, 2002) suggests that for 

human beings, there are two channels of reception—visual and auditory.  Mayer also 
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 asserts that the processing capacity in memory has a limit. There exist three memory 

storage systems in the human brain, including sensory, working and long-term memory. 

There are also five cognitive processes.  The first three involve selecting, organizing, and 

integrating, as in selecting words, selecting images, organizing work, organizing images, 

and integrating new knowledge with prior knowledge.  Two additional processes are 

theory-grounded and evidence-based multimedia instructional methods (Sorden, 2012). 

Mayer (1996) asserts that knowledge is actively constructed by humans who selectively 

retain and organize relevant verbal/nonverbal information into a coherent structure and 

thus are "building external connections between the organized new knowledge and 

organized existing knowledge" (Mayer, 1992, p. 249).  

It should also be noted in this discussion that the ability to stop, process or explain 

new information whenever it is needed reduces the cognitive load (Schmidt et al., 2007). 

Thus, following the knowledge construction process, teaching and learning using 

multimedia components definitely has a greater impact on student learning than just text-

based learning (Ibrahim, 2012).  

Just-in-time teaching.  Just-in-time teaching (JITT), developed by Gregor Novak 

(1999), is a web-based pre-instruction teaching strategy. The goal of JITT is to promote 

active learning strategies.  In a typical JITT set up, students are required to read an 

assigned reading and/or watch a video assigned by the instructor. After completion of 

reading or watching, they are asked to respond to short online assignments such as a quiz 

or puzzle, or to work on a worksheet related to the assigned material.  Students are also 

asked to post questions online (typically, two subject-related questions and one feedback 

related question) for the instructor. The instructor evaluates the responses and questions 
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 before coming to the next class and prepares lectures or class activities that best serves 

the learning objectives of that session. Instructors often combines JITT with the peer 

instruction method (Crouch & Mazur, 2001). 

Peer instruction/tutoring. Hott (2014) defines peer tutoring as “a flexible, peer-

mediated strategy that involves students serving as academic tutors and tutees.  Typically, 

a higher performing student is paired with a lower performing student to review critical 

academic or behavioral concepts” (p. 1). Park and Howell (2014) wrote that,  

The small- group discussions and opportunities for peer tutoring in the flipped 

classroom design may lead to opportunities for some students to learn the material more 

in depth while learning how to teach and also developing interest in academic careers. (p. 

569)  

To get the most benefits from peer tutoring, instructors should encourage and/or 

arrange for students of different ability levels to work together (Kunsch, Jitendra, & 

Sood, 2007). Through this increased facilitation, the instructor brings in more 

individualized instruction and minimizes reclusive behaviors among students (Topping, 

2008). 

Eric Mazur (1997), who started implementing the peer instruction method, 

suggests dividing long lecture segments into smaller chunks, followed by interactive 

conceptual quizzes in the class to intellectually challenge the students. In every class, 

students receive individual time to think on the questions and then explore the questions 

with their peers via discussions in a small group. In Mazur’s case, the students who were 

exposed to the flipped classroom outperformed physics majors who were taught using 

traditional lectures (Berrett, 2012, p. 2). The peer instruction method has a broader scope 
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 of incorporating different learning methods, such as collaborative and cooperative 

learning, as well as peer tutoring, peer modeling, peer monitoring, peer instruction, peer 

assessment, and peer review (Foot & Howe, 1998; Topping & Ehly, 1998).  Group 

discussions cognitively challenge students, since, quite often students do not come to a 

unanimous answer, and later, the explanation of the answers by the teachers strengthens 

their understanding and confidence. 

Active learning and flipped classrooms.  Biggs (1996) suggested making 

learning more active, encouraging instructors to introduce content to students in advance 

so that students are familiar with it and can relate with real-world applications when the 

new lesson content is introduced in class. The flipped classroom is built on the theoretical 

foundations of active learning (Bonnell & Eison, 1991; Meyers & Jones, 1993). Active 

learning “involves students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing” 

(Bonnell & Eison, 1991, p. 2). Bonwell and Eison (1991) describe active learning as an 

environment where students are involved in more than passive listening. In these classes, 

information transmission gets less emphasis and developing student skills receives much 

more emphasis, resulting in increased student motivation (especially for adult learners). 

Active learning strategies often involve (but are not limited to) activities such as group 

discussions, teamwork, case studies, debates, self-reflection, collaborative and 

cooperative learning, problem-based learning, and inquiry-based learning (Hung, 2015; 

McLaughlin et al., 2014). Additionally, using social networking platforms and interactive 

engagement with other learners are also characterized as active learning (Wilmarth, 

2010).  
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 Implementing active learning is probably the most important goal of adopting a 

flipped classroom format (Keengwe, 2014). Active learning, blended with the flipped 

method, leads to a greater amount of student learning compared to typical non–active 

learning methods (Strayer, 2012; Tucker, 2012). While arguing that improvements from a 

flipped classroom may merely be an effect of implementing active learning strategies, 

Jensen et al. (2015) suggest that, “If active learning is not currently being used or is being 

used very rarely, the flipped classroom may be a viable way to facilitate the use of such 

approaches, if the costs of implementation are not too great” (p.10).   

The Socratic method.  The Socratic method is a student-centered classroom 

instructional method based on questions and discussions led by the learners (Paul & 

Elder, 2008). Li (2012) pointed out some key characteristics of such student-centered 

learning, such as: the creation of multiple experiences for knowledge construction, and 

the creation of authentic and complex sociocultural learning environments to facilitate 

learning. Henderson (2013) indicates how the Socratic method perfectly blends with a 

flipped classroom. However, implementation requires some background knowledge of a 

subject beforehand and it requires a teacher who can lead discussion through the topic to 

make sure learning objectives are met.  This is exactly how a flipped classroom works 

when students watch a video and/or read materials before coming to the class and 

discussing the material with peers and teacher. By transitioning towards a Socratic 

method, the role of the learner gains more importance.  

Active learning classrooms.  Some recent research has shown that if flipped 

classes can be incorporated into active learning classrooms, teaching and learning are 

more effective than in a traditional theater style classroom. Multiple research in this area 
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 (Baepler, Brooks, & Walker, 2014; Baepler, Walker, & Driessen, 2014; Walker, Brooks, 

& Baepler, 2011) has shown the important role of the space and opportunities for student 

to student and student to teacher interaction matters in effectively implementing both 

active learning and flipped classrooms.  Baepler et al. (2014) explained, 

The researchers found that students in active learning classrooms outperformed 

aptitude-based expectations in terms of learning outcomes when compared to 

students in traditional classrooms; students also perceived that the space in active 

learning classrooms is superior to that in traditional rooms on a host of attributes 

including engagement, enrichment, confidence, effective use, room/course fit, and 

flexibility. (p. 2) 

Active learning classroom Traditional classroom 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Active learning classroom vs Traditional classroom (Baepler et al., 

2014) 
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 Characteristics and mechanisms of the flipped classroom.  This discussion 

will focus on the evolvement and common features of the flipped classrooms. Flipped 

learning is:  

a pedagogical approach in which direct instruction moves from the group learning 

space to the individual learning space, and the resulting group space is 

transformed into a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator 

guides students as they apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject 

matter. (Flipped Learning Network, 2012, p.1) 

Jonathan Bergmann and Aaron Sams made the concept of flipped classroom well 

known in the academic world in 2006 when they started to flip their chemistry classroom 

for high school students at Woodland Park, Colorado (Bergmann & Sams, 2011). 

Bergmann and Sams (2012) had a frequent problem due to the rural location of their 

school in that their students needed to have extra commuting time to get to activities and 

events away from school. As a result, students often missed classes. Since it was 

impossible for the instructors (Bergmann and Sams) to repeat the whole content of the 

class for each absent student(s), Bergmann and Sams (2012) eventually came up with a 

solution. They started recording the lectures with a screen-capturing tool to show 

PowerPoint slides and started posting the videos on YouTube. To their surprise, 

chemistry teachers from all over the world started to contact them to say that they had 

started using Bergmann and Sam’s videos in their classrooms. The videos and teaching 

method became so popular that Bergmann and Sams started conducting conferences and 

workshops, eventually founding the Flipped-Learning Network. This platform provides 
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 detailed guidelines, resources and updated research findings for educators and 

researchers who are interested in flipped learning (Hamdan et al., 2013).  

Bergmann and Sams (2012) note that in a traditional “sit and get” model, 

questions are usually asked by more outgoing and confident students while the quiet 

students are not usually very vocal.  In contrast, all students must ask questions in the 

flipped model. Bergman and Sams (2012) claim that students ask better and interesting 

questions in flipped courses and that classroom discussion is much more rigorous when 

compared with a traditional model. They also assert that students show more curiosity 

and feel non-threatened in the flipped classroom.   

While Bergmann and Sams (2012) popularized the flipped classroom method, 

they emphasize that “there is no single way to flip your classroom” (p. 37.) The idea 

behind flipped classrooms, in fact, was in practice long before Bergmann and Sams’ 

implementation (2011).  This was often called an “inverted classroom” (Lage, Platt, & 

Treglia, 2000).  Lage et al. (2000) reported on student and teacher perceptions expressed 

during an inverted classroom the implemented for two undergraduate microeconomics 

classes.  For them, “inverting the classroom means that events that have traditionally 

taken place inside the classroom now take place outside the classroom” (p. 32). A similar 

concept has been used for teaching students enrolled in introductory biology classes at 

the University of California, however, a different term, “learn before lecture” (Moravec, 

Williams, Aguilar-Roca, & O’Dowd, 2010) was used.  Barker, Quennerstedt, and 

Annerstedt (2013) used the term ‘inverted learning’ to describe a similar teaching 

method. The term ‘inverted learning’ was used by Davis (2013), as well. Faculty at the 

Missouri State University (MSU) implemented the flipped method and a faculty member 
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 used the term ‘scrambled class’ to better describe the format (Meyer, 2014, May 21).   

In another context, Boutell and Clifton (2011) named the concept SPLICE, which is an 

abbreviation of ‘Self-Paced Learning in an Inverted Classroom Environment.’ Musallam 

(2013, January 5) used the term ‘explore-flip-apply’ where students are exposed to 

background knowledge first and as a next step they watch videos or takes related quizzes 

and then apply the knowledge in class which involves demonstration of critical thinking 

skills. Similarly, Mazur has been using another variety of the flipped classroom since 

over a decade. He uses a combination of just in time teaching and peer instruction method 

for his large physics class (Crouch & Mazur, 2001) involving active learning activities. 

The Flipped Learning Network (2014) defines the four pillars of the flipped 

method. They call it F-L-I-P, where F denotes Flexible Environment, L denotes Learning 

Culture, I denotes Intentional Content and P denotes Professional Educator. Flexible 

environment intends to create a scope for flexibility with learning space and time for 

students, and allows for instructors to choose how to organize and schedule teaching 

contents and assessments. Learning culture encourages a learner-centered approach 

where students engage themselves in a meaningful knowledge construction process. 

Intentional content refers instructors creating or finding educational content that helps 

develop the conceptual understanding of the students to maximize classroom time that 

has become free due to the shift of lecturing outside the class and instructors have to do 

this process so that the active learning occurs. Finally, Professional Educator denotes the 

role of an educator in this system. As the FLN (2014) outlines, “professional Educators 

are reflective in their practice, connect with each other to improve their instruction, 

accept constructive criticism, and tolerate controlled chaos in their classrooms” (p. 2).)  
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 Kim, Kim, Khera, and Getman (2014) suggested the following design principles for 

flipped classrooms which demonstrates why flipped classroom can be beneficial to both 

students and teachers:  

Table 1 

Design principles involving pre-class, in-class and post class activities of a flipped 

classroom. 

Design principles for flipped classrooms 

Provide an opportunity for students to gain first exposure prior to the class 

Provide an incentive for students to prepare for the class 

Provide a mechanism to assess student understanding 

Provide clear connections between in-class and out-of-class activities 

Provide clearly defined and well-structures guidance 

Provide enough time for students to carry out assignments 

Provide facilitation for building a learning community 

Provide prompt/adaptive feedback on individual or group works 

Provide technologies familiar and easy to access 

 

Case Studies on Flipped Classrooms 

This section presents different research studies related to the implementation of 

flipped classroom methods in various higher education settings instructions and why the 

flipped classroom is increasingly becoming an effective method of instruction. Even 

though different educators and administrators implement flipped classrooms in different 

ways, the traditional flip following Bergmann and Sams’ (2012) method has been the 

most standard form of implementation (Johnson et al., 2015). Meyer (2014, May 21) 
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 reported that in 2010 all the four-year public higher education institutions in the state of 

Missouri took on an initiative of academic collaboration and course transformation. The 

goal was to reduce DFW rates and costs. DFW rates indicate poorer grades such as D, F 

or W (withdrawn courses).  Missouri State University, in collaboration with the National 

Center for Academic Transformation (NCAT), redesigned a Psychology course using the 

flipped classroom method. The redesigned course eventually resulted in improving 

student learning outcomes and reduced DFW rates from 24% to 18.2%. Similarly, a study 

by Farmer (2015) suggested that flipped classrooms would be more effective in reducing 

DFW rates when it used as an overall strategy. This is also reflected in Pearson's (2015, 

April) course redesign guidelines, which suggest that if a course is being changed to a 

flipped format, the whole course should be redesigned as a partial redesign will create 

conflict with learning goals, outcomes and also may lead to inconsistent grading or grade 

inflation.  

One advantage of a flipped classroom experienced by Bergman and Sams (2011) 

was that if for some reason students were not able to attend the classes because of their 

involvement in academic competition and other extracurricular activities, or even if the 

teacher was not able to be present in the class for some reason, there was now a way to 

access class lectures. This fact is resonated in a study by Herreid and Schiller (2013) 

conducted with more than 15,000 members of the National Center for Case Study 

Teaching in Science.  They found that flipped classrooms allow more time for students to 

conduct authentic research with more time spent on using scientific equipment.  This is 

important since these science instruments are only available in the classroom, meaning 

that students who miss class for any reason have the option of watching the lectures 
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 outside the classroom.  Herreid and Schiller (2013) finds that this method “promotes 

thinking inside and outside of the classroom” (p. 23). Cole and Kritzer (2009) indicated 

that flipped classrooms having online components may lead to efficient use of class time 

under an inverted classroom; as this method “facilitates a hybrid-teaching situation 

involving both occasional face-to-face meetings and online learning technologies… 

viewed as a way to reduce lecture time, increase focus on understanding and application, 

and provide students control over their own learning” (p. 38).  McLaughlin et al. (2014) 

implemented a flipped classroom method in first-year pharmaceutics courses at the 

University of North Carolina, Eshelman School of Pharmacy.  The goals of their course 

redesign were to,  

(1) improve students’ learning and develop students as critical thinkers, problem 

solvers, and team players; (2) fully engage students and instructors throughout the 

learning process; and (3) stimulate higher-order thinking through the use of creative 

technologies and applied learning. (p. 2)  

This study indicated improvement in class attendance, students' learning, and the 

perceived value of the flipped model.  

Overmyer (2012) conducted a study by comparing flipped and traditional lecture 

style college algebra classes and found out that students’ achievements are higher in the 

case of flipped classrooms with increased student responsibilities. Studies by Gallagher 

(2009) and Gannod et al. (2008) showed that flipped classrooms lead to the incorporation 

of multiple learning styles. Additionally, Toto and Nguyen (2009) demonstrated that 

flipped classrooms lead to collaborative learning environments and also more interaction 

with the contents. An exploratory study by McCallum, Schultz, Sellke, and Spartz (2015) 
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 examined the influence of flipped classrooms on student academic, student peer-to-peer 

and student-faculty involvement and found that flipped classrooms led to more student 

engagement, as indicated by increased note taking, video lectures viewed, in-class active 

learning and collaborative activities. Students mentioned student-student and student-

faculty engagement were essential for improving relationships with faculty and peers.  

Gallagher (2007), who helped design a course at the University of California, 

Berkeley, explained: 

The strategy has distinct benefits over traditional practice in the large enrollment 

course, in which the expert (course instructor, librarian) introduces new content to an 

unprepared, largely passive audience. “Inversion” strategies give students more 

responsibility for their own learning, permit a higher degree of active engagement with 

the material than is possible within the constraints of a large lecture hall; allow students 

to check their own understanding, heighten their preparedness for and engagement in 

subsequent class discussion; and provide more opportunities for students to receive 

feedback. (p. 42)  

A study by Kim et al. (2014) reported a different approach while flipping one of 

three flipped classes.  In this case, the roles of instructor and students were reversed, 

where students were required to be engaged and to record small group discussions, 

without the presence of the instructor, using Google Hangout, Video Cam, Dropbox. 

Another study by Prober and Heath (2012) also implemented the flipped method by 

providing online lecture videos at Stanford Medical School.  Their thought was that, 

If such a model were applied to medical school, class time would be freed up for 

higher-order and more interactive lessons. Teachers could track each student’s progress 
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 and use that knowledge to inform focused, customized interactions with small groups of 

students. (p. 1658)  

Prober and Heath (2012) found that the attendance and scores of the students 

improved significantly compared to previous face-to-face classes.  

A study by Flumerfelt and Green (2013) investigated the effect of flipped 

classrooms on at-risk students and indicated that at-risk students benefited from the 

flipped environment. When compared with their peers, it was evident that at-risk students 

benefited more.  A study by Siegle (2015) suggested that a flipped teaching method can 

also be an effective method when dealing with gifted and talented learners. The flipped 

classroom allows for a learning environment where gifted students can work on projects 

of common interest with more interaction with their peers and their instructor (Pring, 

2012). Flipped classrooms allow for differentiated learning (Bergman & Sams, 2011; 

Siegle, 2014) in that it creates space for flexible groupings, scaffolded content, diverse 

instruction, and student choice. The differentiated instruction challenges teachers to be 

more responsive to each student's readiness, learning style, and prior knowledge (Hirsch, 

2014).  

Flipped classrooms also allow for individualized feedback (Bergmann & Sams, 

2011) to students, which is very important for student achievement (Hattie, 2008). Siegle 

(2014) mentioned, “unfortunately, in traditional classrooms, students only receive a few 

seconds of specific, individual feedback each day. Flipping the classroom buys teachers 

time to provide the focused feedback students need for maximum academic growth” (p. 

52). See and Conry (2014) showed how colleges of pharmacy faculty members were 

using YouTube origami video to build their own crane as part of their faculty 
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 development program. In-class activities consisted of a quiz on the homework, 

evaluation and feedback of the cranes prepared by faculty instructors and reflections on 

individual, small and large groups. Thus, See and Conry (2014) showed how time was 

gained by assigning the pre-program homework to the faculty, and how the time was 

freed up for more active learning activities during face-to-face class time, such as case 

studies, student-led discussions, experiments, student presentations, think/pair/share 

exercises and simulations.  

A study by Ferreri and O’Connor (2012) showed how a redesigned Intermediate 

Pharmacy Practice Experiences (IPPE) course following a flipped classroom method had 

positively impacted students by improving verbal communication skills, better handling 

of unfamiliar problems, better teamwork, and a better understanding of working with 

culturally diverse individuals. Another study by Gilboy, Heinerichs and Pazzaglia (2015) 

showed how a flipped classroom model was implemented for two undergraduate nutrition 

courses. They provided a template for faculty members teaching in a flipped format, to 

facilitate the redesign of before-, during- and after-class activities, as well as assessments. 

They also strictly followed Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956) while designing the learning 

objectives or measurable learning outcomes. The results showed that students had a more 

positive preference for the flipped classroom when compared with traditional lecture 

style classes.  

Similar results were found in a study by Zappe, Leicht, Messner, Litzinger, and 

Lee (2009) who redesigned a traditional large undergraduate class for architectural 

engineering course into a flipped format. Studies by Panpoto software (2014) and 

Aronson and Arfstrom (2012) indicate how famous educational institutions like 
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 University of Pennsylvania, University of Washington, Duke University and University 

of Michigan at Ann-Arbor are adopting or encouraging flipped classroom methods and 

experiencing positive results. For the University of Washington, an instructor with a 17% 

failure rate found that the problem was that students were unable to critically apply 

knowledge from the classroom lecture. To deal with this problem, the instructor adopted 

a flipped classroom format following the peer instruction method, where students had to 

read materials and take online quizzes before coming to the class. Also, in class student 

comprehension was tested using clickers. As a result, the instructor reported a decrease in 

the failure rate to only 4%, as compared to 17% before adopting the flipped method 

(Long, 2012).  Similarly, Moravec, Williams, Aguilar- Roca, and O’Dowd (2010) found 

that a flipped classroom format for introductory biology courses led to a 21% increase in 

student performances.  

At the University of Michigan at Ann-Arbor, the flipped method was applied to 

introductory calculus courses so that instructors could guide students through the sample 

problems and strengthen their concepts. The peer instruction method was also used in 

these classes. As a result, the instructors noted that flipped classes helped students to 

perform better, almost doubling the achievement rate (Berrett, 2012).  Similar results 

were supported by Biemiller (2012) for a flipped course at San Jose State Roach (2014). 

This course was considered one of the most unpopular courses with a very low passing 

rate and about 40% of students receiving a grade of C or lower. This fact motivated the 

instructors to change the instructional method. As one of the instructor explained, “We 

wanted to revamp it in a fashion that would enable the students to pass this course and 

continue with their education because this is a gateway course required to continue in the 
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 major” (Biemiller, 2012, p. 1). Similar evidence was found in a study by Calimeris and 

Sauer (2014).  

Simpson and Richards (2015) showed how, during a curriculum revision, a 

midwestern university for a baccalaureate nursing program implemented flipped 

classroom. The reason for adopting a flipped method was various dissatisfactory student 

comments regarding content delivery and content itself, as well as poor course ratings 

and negative feedback from faculty. The need for a change led the faculty to redesign the 

curriculum and to create a flexible learning environment for the students. Simpson and 

Richards (2015) reported that “students in the flipped classroom course felt there was 

increased practical application of subject matter and greater use of multiple methods to 

involve them in their learning” (p. 165).  

Butt (2014) also implemented a flipped classroom for a final-year course in the 

undergraduate actuarial program at the Australian National University (ANU) to 

determine the value of flipped learning activities compared to a traditional classroom and 

to assess student perceptions regarding changes in the use of class time. The results 

showed students’ positive responses towards flipped classroom and more efficient usage 

of time for both students and faculty members. Love, Hodge, Grandgenett, and Swift 

(2014) showed that in a flipped classroom for a STEM course, not only were students’ 

exam scores higher, but students also appreciated the student collaboration and 

instructional video components. Davies et al. (2013) investigated the implementation of 

flipped classrooms in an introductory MS Excel class taught by the information systems 

department in the Marriott School of Management at Brigham Young University, 

checking for any differences in student achievement and student perception. It was found 
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 that the technology-enhanced flipped classroom allowed for more differentiation in 

instruction.  

Along the same lines, Moraros et al. (2015) reported on a graduate course at a 

Canadian university that, after two years of careful consideration and strategic planning 

among members of the research team and qualitative feedback given by graduating 

students, was changed to a flipped classroom format.  It was determined that redesigning 

the class along the flipped classroom model improved student experience and student 

satisfaction by engaging students in more practical, hands-on, in-class learning activities. 

Faculty members were also trained with the flipped classroom techniques before offering 

the flipped classes. At the end, 80% students found the flipped classroom model to be 

either somewhat effective or very effective.  

Ishikawa et al. (2014) studied the effect of a flipped classroom for an EFL course 

at a university in Japan. One main reason for them to use flipped classroom is to give 

students more access to learning via mobile device. As a result, students improved their 

test scores on average by 150 points, which researchers credited to the course redesign as 

a flipped class. Thus, various researchers represented different cases for using the flipped 

classroom method and found useful results. 

Research Methodologies Used in Flipped Classroom Research.  

A recent study by Zainuddin and Halili (2016) analyzed a large number of high-

quality published research studies on flipped classrooms and found that most of them 

(60%) used mixed methods or strictly quantitative methods (40%).  Zainuddin and Halili 

(2016) stated, “In this analysis, the authors did not find a qualitative approach employed 

such as using a single instrument interview, focus group discussion, or observation” (p. 
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 320). Even if interview or document analysis were used, that was only a small part of 

the mixed method study. Zainuddin and Halili (2016) also showed that the most common 

instruments employed in the flipped classroom research were surveys (28%), course 

exams (28%), interviews (14%), observations (7%), existing test scores (5%), document 

analysis (5%), and analysis of logs systems (2%). However, there have been a few 

qualitative dissertation studies on flipped classroom. These include that of Coufal (2014) 

who focused on the effectiveness of the flipped classroom on student engagement for 

eighth grade math students and Brown (2012) who conducted a phenomenological study 

of undergraduate instructors who were using flipped classroom. 

Common Issues with Flipped Classrooms  

Some critics argue that flipped classrooms lead to a reduced importance of the 

class teacher by posting videos online. However, critics often ignore the fact that 

recorded video lectures are not the only point of a flipped learning method, and that 

designing and using face-to-face class time in a more efficient way (Overmyer, 2014).  In 

particular, this means utilizing the “precious class-time for what previously, often, was 

done in homework: tackling difficult problems, working in groups, researching, 

collaborating, crafting and creating. Classrooms become laboratories or studios, and yet 

content delivery is preserved” (Martin, 2011). 

Wilmarth (2010) pointed out that teachers who apply traditional techniques of 

instruction to the 21st century student will encounter resistance in the form of expressive 

and collective intelligence. Such restrictive teacher-led lectures are not compatible with 

today’s students who learn from a variety of sources of unlimited knowledge that is built 

upon the shoulders of each contributor.  
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 Bergmann, Overmeyer, and Wilie (2011) pointed out the characteristics of a 

typical flipped classroom, emphasizing that the goal of a flipped classroom is not to 

replace teachers with recorded videos and that the flipped classroom is not an online 

course. However, there are some concerning issues emerging regarding flipped classes. 

These include accessibility of learning materials, low student motivation and self-

efficacy, lack of proper functioning of the learning management systems (LMS), too 

much stress on homework and tests, teacher concerns regarding their roles and duties, 

substandard video quality, problems with audio, and poorly responding to the JITT style 

(Triantafyllou, Timcenko, & Cofoed, 2015). 

Flipping a classroom is challenging and calls for a change in motivation if the 

teacher wants to or is required to shift from what has been a prevalent style for a long 

time. However, developing curriculum, common assessments, and guided notes in a 

group who worked collaboratively, fosters a bond among teachers and stimulates their 

professional growth (Fulton, 2012). The interactive nature of flipped classroom pedagogy 

views education as a two-step process: the transfer of new information, and the student’s 

ability to make sense of and assimilate the information (Lambert, 2012). Fluker (2013) 

concluded from interviews with teachers of newly using flipped classrooms that time and 

resources can be better used for flipped classroom.  Although teachers reported that even 

though making videos was time consuming, in the long run it was beneficial for the 

students and a time saver for the faculty as well. By simply updating a few sections, the 

videos could be reused without any extra cost and minimal time. According to the 

Flipped Learning Network (2012) survey, teachers reported that teaching was more 

satisfactory under the flipped environment.  
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 According to the Speak Up (2014) National Research Project survey Findings, 

21 percent of teachers surveyed indicated that learning how to implement a flipped 

classroom model is on their “wish list for professional development.” One point to note 

here is that flipped classrooms do not mean that faculty has less work to do in the actual 

classroom.  In fact, the role of an instructor in a flipped classroom is more challenging.  

Young (2009) describes it as "teach naked," (a term coined by José A. Bowen, a dean at 

Southern Methodist University), meaning that after the lectures are done online, 

instructors should be prepared to “introduce issues of debate within the discipline and get 

the students to weigh in based on the knowledge they have from those lecture podcasts” 

(p. 22) and be instantly ready to answers questions from the students. 



 

 

 

Chapter III  

Methodology 

The purpose of this research study was to understand the faculty perspective of 

the flipped classroom in depth. Using a qualitative research design, the goal was to 

understand instructors’ motivations behind adopting a flipped format of instruction, and 

the challenges and issues that instructors faced when they taught in a flipped format. 

More specifically, this study focused on best strategies and technologies for 

implementation of the flipped classroom. This is relatively a less discussed topic in the 

literature on flipped classroom, especially in the field of higher education (Brown, 2012). 

This study used the interview method as outlined by Phil Carspecken (1996). The guided 

research questions were: 

1. What are the motivations of instructors for adopting the flipped classroom 

instructional method? 

2. What are the challenges and issues perceived by instructors in 

implementing and maintaining a flipped class method? 

3. What are the strategies and technologies recommended by the instructors 

for implementing and maintaining a flipped classroom? 

This chapter will describe the background of this study, study design, participants, 

data validation, data collection procedure; and data analysis procedure.  

Background of the Study 

The flipped classroom method is a type of blended learning which reverses the 

traditional learning format by delivering instructional content outside of the classroom—

often online. Much of the current related literature provides examples of how to 
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 implement flipped classrooms, drawing on the observations of the instructors/authors 

(Bergmann & Sams, 2012; Greenberg, Medlock, & Stephens, 2011; Lage, Platt & 

Treglia, 2000; Shimamoto, 2012). This type or portion of literature is, therefore, more 

informational in nature rather than presented with the intention of understanding 

perceptions.  While this literature addresses some issues and challenges in implementing 

flipped classrooms, it provides limited specific information regarding the instructors’ 

motivations, perceptions and challenges. Recent studies on flipped learning pedagogy 

often focus on student-related issues (McLaughlin, Roth, & Glatt, 2014; Snowden, 2012) 

and student outcomes which indicate a positive impact of flipped classrooms on student 

academic achievement and student critical thinking skill development (Brunsell & 

Horejsi, 2011; Fulton, 2012). Of this portion of the existing research on flipped 

classrooms, most are quantitative studies (i.e., Snowden, 2012; McLaughlin, Roth, & 

Glatt, 2014; Zainuddin & Halili, 2016; Zhao & Ho, 2014) which provide minimal or 

limited insights into instructors’ motivations, challenges, attitudes, and perceptions 

related to the implementation of flipped classrooms.  

Considering that faculty instructor motivations, challenges, attitudes, and 

perceptions are important for implementing any new instructional method, including 

those using technology, a knowledge gap is evident between research focused on 

implementation procedures and student outcomes, and research which delves deeply into 

instructors’ personal experiences with flipped classrooms. This prompted the researcher 

to fill the knowledge gaps in the areas of faculty perceptions and experiences in flipped 

classrooms through an in-depth investigation using a qualitative case study design to 
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 understand instructors’ motivations, attitudes and perceptions, technology use, 

challenges and issues, lessons learned and suggested strategies. 

Study Design 

Patton (1985) wrote that qualitative research “is an effort to understand situations 

in their uniqueness as part of a particular context and the interactions there” (p. 1). This 

study used a qualitative research methodology to collect, analyze, understand and explain 

the data, particularly using the interview method as outlined by Carspecken (1996). 

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, qualitative research on flipped 

classrooms, especially on faculty perspectives and perceptions, are relatively rare. Most 

of the available research on flipped classroom methods are quantitative or mixed in 

nature (Zainuddin & Halili, 2016; Zhao & Ho, 2014). A study by Zainuddin and Halili 

(2016) showed a severe shortage of purely qualitative research in the field of flipped 

classrooms. There is a need for exploring the cases for flipped classrooms from a holistic 

point of view. Also, qualitative research does not generalize, whereas qualitative research 

examines a specific event or phenomena without manipulating it (Creswell, 2007). By 

acknowledging the fact that instructors are increasingly adopting flipped classroom as an 

active learning strategy, this study tried to understand the faculty instructors’ motivations, 

attitudes and perceptions, technology use, challenges and issues, and lessons learned and 

suggested strategies. 

Generation of Dialogical Data 

Carspecken’s method (1996) includes five stages. He suggests “portions of this 

five-stage scheme may be used separately if one wishes to conduct an interview-only 

study or to study the relation between a social site and its locale with only marginal 
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 consideration of system relations” (p. 40). This study specifically used Carspecken’s 

(1996) third stage which describes the generation of dialogical data. Dialogical data 

collected through semi-structured faculty instructor interviews provided an opportunity 

for the interviewees to express their opinions in a candid way. They could freely express 

their perceptions and opinions about anything that they felt important when they 

answered the interview questions. 

This research involved interviewing six faculty members at the previously 

mentioned university with an aim of eliciting their motivations, challenges, perceptions, 

and experiences regarding flipped classroom. Studying the instructors who used the 

flipped classroom methods within this university, allowed for conducting qualitative 

research focusing on the behavioral aspects of the faculty members regarding 

implementation and continuation of a flipped classroom. Faculty members had various 

reasons for adapting to a new pedagogy and usually were very interested in promoting 

active learning (Davies, Dean & Ball, 2013). However, implementing a new pedagogy 

style such a flipped classroom method involves shifts in various degrees; hence, this 

study aimed to uncover those issues. 

Carspecken (1996) mentioned that in using interview methods of qualitative 

research, a researcher can “continuously revise her understanding of core cultural 

categories employed by her subjects of study” (p. 75). Additionally, according to 

Carspecken (1996), the “layered subjectivity” of participants can be explored through the 

interview method as participants can revise their initial opinions within the interview 

process. Thus, the interviewer can clearly follow and understand the interviewee’s point 

of view, bringing clarity to issues being studied. 
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 Using Carspecken’s (1996) method, the interview started with two topic domains 

concentrating on board areas or issues. Under each of the topic domains I started with a 

lead question followed by several follow-up questions based on covert categories that 

reflected the subtopics of the broad topic domain. Interviewees were requested to provide 

an hour of appointment at their convenient time. Their participation was completely 

voluntary. 

Setting and the Participants 

This study was conducted in a large, public university in a South-central state. 

The university is a tier-one research university with a large Hispanic student population 

and one of the most diverse universities in the country. Participants of this study were six 

faculty instructors of the same university. Faculty instructors interviewed were from three 

different colleges. Participants were selected from a sample of convenience. The criteria 

for selection of faculty members was that faculty members identified themselves as 

having taught in a flipped format while teaching at the university mentioned above. 

Pseudonyms were assigned for each participant to promote confidentiality.



 

 

 

Table 2 

The Participants 

Participant Description 

Patricia Patricia is a clinical assistant professor. She teaches in the College of 

Education. She has been teaching in a flipped format since 2014. She teaches 

more than one subject. She also uses flipped format for her capstone project 

course attended by future health professionals. 

Jennifer Jennifer is a tenured associate professor at the College of Technology. 

She has been teaching in a flipped format for both her graduate and 

undergraduate level classes since 2013. She is extremely well versed in using 

educational technology and passionate about teaching. She also inspired 

others to teach in flipped format. 

Amy Amy is a tenured associate professor of at the College of Liberal Arts 

and Social Sciences. She has been teaching in a flipped format for her 

undergraduate level core curriculum class since 2013. She is a popular 

instructor and is a director of a center in her department. 

Kim Kim is a young tenure-track assistant professor at the College of 

Education. She has a background in digital curriculum, program evaluation 

and learning analytics. She tried teaching in a flipped format and faced 

challenges. 
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Andy Andy is a tenured associate professor at the College of Natural Science 

and Mathematics. He is very confident about teaching in a flipped format and 

has been an ardent supporter of the same. 

Mike Mike is an instructional associate professor at the College of Natural 

Science and Mathematics. He started flipping partially, and now teaches in 

flipped format entirely. 

 

Data Collection Procedures 

In this study, only those faculty members (adults) employed at the South-central 

university and who had taught classes in a ‘flipped classroom’ format were included. 

Subjects were screened for eligibility based on the study criteria through a self-

identification process.  This process was facilitated by two instructional designers 

working at the same university, who were familiar with those faculty instructors who 

implemented flipped classrooms methods.  The instructional designers made the initial 

contact, and upon approval from the faculty instructors, they provided the faculty contact 

information to me.  I sent email communications to each which included a brief 

explanation of the study and its purpose, as well as a description of the time and action 

requirements of participants.  The emails sent to potential participants/interviewees 

informed them that their participation was voluntary, data collected would be considered 

confidential, and that they could refuse to participate or decide to exit the study at any 

time without penalty.  The communication also included the eligibility criteria for 

participation in the study. Faculty instructors then self-identified as having implemented 
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 flipped classrooms.  The identified faculty instructors were then invited to participate in 

this study as having taught utilizing the flipped classroom methods. 

A total of six faculty instructors were interviewed. One-on-one interviews were 

conducted face to face or over Skype. The total duration of an individual subject’s 

participation in this study was one regular semester (maximum of four months), requiring 

a 90-minute (maximum) time commitment per participant.  This included a 60-minute 

interview session (maximum), and, if needed, a 30-minute follow-up interview to clarify 

or obtain additional information after initial analysis of interviews.  

Data Collection Instruments 

Interview protocol.  The interview protocol had two broad domain topics related 

to the three research questions.  There were several lead-off questions under each domain 

topic. Follow-up questions changed sometimes depending on the interviewee's response. 

The interview protocol helped to stay within the main topic so that the interview process 

did not move away too much from the relevant research track. However, to allow for the 

scope to elicit new information, the interview process undertook a semi-structured 

interview method. The semi-structured interview was open in nature and interviewee’s 

responses at times directed the researcher to new themes relevant to the study. Also, this 

semi-structured style made the interviewee more relaxed and candid. Furthermore, it 

helped me, particularly when any of the interviewees wanted to stress one of the topic 

domains or wanted to describe a topic in more detail.  

 Following Carspecken (1996), several interview techniques were followed while 

interviewing participants. These include interviewing in a non-leading way, bland 
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 encouragements, low-inference paraphrasing, active listening, and occasional high-

inference paraphrasing in the middle or end of the interview.  

Data Validation 

The following techniques were used to ensure data collected and analyzed met the 

validity requirements. 

Multiple recording devices.  Two separate recording devices were used. A 

phone recorder as well as a dedicated recording device or screencasting software (in the 

case of online interviews). For transcribing, the researcher used the audio files and 

transcribed parts of the verbatim speech whenever the researcher found important or 

recurring themes. 

Non-leading interview questions.  The interview questions were created and 

reviewed repeatedly so that they did not contain any intonation or wordings that might be 

a leading question. The structure followed a neutral way so that the discussion did not 

lean towards any particular view and participants were encouraged to further explain any 

areas if they wanted to in an open manner.  

Follow-up interviews.  Some of the interviewees were contacted for a follow-up 

interview of up to 30 minutes. These interviews were to clarify some of their points or to 

ask them about the context of their comments in the first interview. 

Data Analysis 

 The data analysis procedure followed the framework suggested by Carspecken 

(1996). From interviews, the researcher inferred and clustered the data into different 

meaning fields and themes using coding. Meaning fields and themes helped to interpret a 

number of factors that were intended by the participants while making their statements. 
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 As mentioned earlier, even though his framework involves a multi-state process of data 

collection and analysis, according to Carspecken (1996), the stages can be used 

separately, depending on the nature of the research.  

Analysis of verbatim dialogical interview data (Carspecken’s third stage) 

generated various themes on flipped classrooms related to the research questions of this 

study. Partially and selectively transcribed dialogical data were read and analyzed 

repeatedly to construct meaning fields to understand the possible meaning of the personal 

experiences that the interviewees shared. Coding of the data helped to find out recurring / 

similar broader themes and corresponding emerging and sub-themes which helped the 

researcher to identify and categorize them.  

Limitations 

Carspecken’s (1996) methodology for conducting critical qualitative research 

involves multiple stages, such as Building a primary record, Preliminary reconstructive 

analysis of the primary record, Generation of dialogical data, Description of system 

relations, and Use of system relations to explain the findings. Even though Carspecken 

(1996) “strongly recommend[ed] a loosely cyclical use of the stages” (Page 40), the other 

stages, such as observation, can greatly strengthen the validity of the interview data. 

Although this study started with the collection of observation data for a couple of 

instructors, later, due to logistical, time and locational issues, the study had to be 

completed on the basis of only dialogical data and interviews. If the researcher had the 

observation data for every instructor and class, it would have helped this study to see how 

in reality the instructors implemented the in-class active learning activities they claimed 
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 to implement during the interview. This study would have been more complete if 

students were interviewed as well to consider their perspectives. 



 

 

Chapter IV 

Findings 

The purpose of this research study was to understand instructors’ motivations 

behind adopting a flipped format of instruction, and the challenges and issues that 

instructors faced when they taught in a flipped format. More specifically, this study 

focused on best strategies and technologies for implementation of the flipped classroom. 

Data were collected through individual, semi-structured interviews. 

During the interviews, participants shared their experiences regarding flipped 

classrooms and motivational factors that were focused on teaching, 

designing/redesigning, and implementing best strategies within this instructional 

framework. Additionally, instructors’ self-perceptions, their students’ reactions, and the 

scope for improvements regarding flipped classroom instruction were noted. The 

researcher’s interactions with the instructors about their learning and experiences were 

greatly edifying. The research findings are based on the analysis of the collected data 

which generated several nonlinear and interconnected themes. 

Research Questions 

This study was guided by the following research questions: 

1. What were the motivations of instructors for adopting the flipped 

classroom instructional method? 

2. What were the challenges and issues perceived by instructors in 

implementing and maintaining a flipped class method? 

3. What were the strategies and technologies recommended by the instructors 

for implementing and maintaining a flipped classroom? 
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 As described in chapter three, the six participants were faculty instructors, who 

varied in terms of years of teaching experience and use of technology. The transcribed 

interviews and data analysis noted how differently they implemented flipped classrooms 

and incorporated their teaching beliefs and attitudes within the new format. The 

following sections describe the findings related to the research questions.  

Findings Related to Question One 

This section details findings related to research question one: What were the 

motivations of instructors for adopting the flipped classroom instructional method?  

The data analysis revealed that the motivational factors could be classified into 

the categories discussed below. 

The need for an active learning strategy.  During the interviews, all participants 

mentioned that they felt a need to introduce active learning into their teaching style. In 

most cases, the need was a direct need, based on experiences from their face-to-face 

classroom practice; in other cases, participants were influenced by colleagues, research 

studies or conferences they had attended. Most of the instructors were very passionate 

about teaching and sharing their knowledge with their students. However, they 

acknowledged that even though they felt confident as a subject matter expert, they did not 

always feel motivated while lecturing in a face-to-face class. Under such settings, they 

lectured most of the time and the students just listened quietly. The instructors wanted 

more engagement on the part of the students; especially, in active learning activities, such 

as in-class group discussion, peer instruction, real-life in-class projects, sharing ideas, 

challenging each other’s or in inquiry based learning. One can note (as discussed in 

chapter two) that this kind of passive style of lecturing in class is often referred to as the 
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 sage-on-the stage style (King, 1993) where the instructor plays the dominant role of a 

speaker delivering speeches to the audience. 

Instructors cited various reasons why they felt such need for an active learning 

oriented teaching strategy. While sharing her motivations behind starting a flipped class, 

one of the instructors, Jennifer, recalled that she felt that lecturing every week was a 

stressful experience. She added that it was tiring to teach in the same way for almost ten 

years. She also felt that just lecturing in class in the same way every semester was a waste 

of time. Jennifer considered the act of teaching as a performance and was not happy with 

her ‘performance.’ Given the paucity of time allotted for the class, she did not like the 

fact that her students were just sitting in the class quietly, and were not getting any 

chance to ask any questions of her. She realized a strong need to change her teaching 

style to increase student engagement level. In her own words, 

So, I thought there’s gotta be a better way. I am not happy. They [students] are 

not happy. So, when I learned about flipped classroom from a magazine, I thought 

yes, this makes so much sense! This is what I want to do. 

Hence, she decided to change the format of her teaching. She said, 

So, recording it, having that uploaded, and doing activities in class is more fun 

for me, more fun for them, too. Because studies show that people learn more when 

they do stuff. 

Another instructor, Kim, acknowledged that as a new instructor she experimented 

with her students a lot and teaching in a flipped format was one of those experiments. She 

was teaching her students how to use and apply the statistical software SPSS. She 

realized that lecturing most of the time in the class or asking students to read materials on 
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 how to use the software was not helping students to learn. Students needed to learn by 

working on the SPSS software itself. SPSS was an expensive software, and most of the 

students could access it only at the departmental lab during class time. Kim felt a strong 

need to provide her students an opportunity to practice in class and engage in 

conversation with their peers. Kim explained,  

Basically, if the students were not understanding the reading, then they come into 

class, and they are still at zero. So, they needed the lecture in advance to sort of 

get at least one or two out of ten in terms of their understanding. 

Before joining as a tenure track assistant professor, Kim worked with a group 

focusing on digital curriculum and online learning. She was familiar with the idea of 

flipping the classroom and moving lectures online. She thought that a flipped class would 

be a great way to allow students to apply their knowledge in class after they had already 

watched her recorded lecture videos. 

Instructors also wanted to allow students to ask more questions during the face-to 

-face class time. Jennifer believed that even though she could lecture on a topic for a long 

time, however, questions from students typically came only when students had already 

gone through the content or tried to apply the concepts. She added, 

Now [after lecturing in class] if I ask them to go home and do it on their own, 

that's a bad way, because they are supposed to practice and apply those methods 

as a team. Doing it outside of the class can be challenging for them. And even if 

they do work by themselves, they don't know what they are doing and can’t ask 

any question. So why not flip it around? 
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 Another instructor, Andy, also saw flipped classrooms as an opportunity for 

students to ask more questions, he said, 

This way it [flipped method] allows them to ask me questions in the classroom 

when I am physically there with them, as opposed to students furiously writing 

down notes and serving as a stenographer for my lecture!  

Accommodating the diversity of the students’ knowledge bases.  Instructors 

who taught large undergraduate classes had students from various disciplines. They 

mentioned that there was a wide range of different level of readiness among the students 

and a typical face-to-face class was not being very effective. Amy explained that her 

course had students from various disciplines such as biology, physics, chemistry, and 

psychology. Another instructor, Mike, who also taught a large class, had students from a 

diverse demographics, especially international students from different counties. 

Instructors reflected that being introduced to the concepts at students’ own convenient 

time and pace was a good idea because some students might need more time to 

understand (especially for non-major students) than their peers. Instructors thought a 

flipped class would help to address such need coming from a diverse group of students. 

Better management of class time.  Instructors thought flipped classrooms 

allowed them to shift a large portion of in-class lecture time to outside the classroom. As 

a result, they could better use the class time for other activities they wanted their students 

to engage in. Amy mentioned that it was difficult to cover the content and to also answer 

students’ questions when she was using the class time mostly for delivering lectures. She 

felt that it might benefit her students if they had access to the lectures before the class so 
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 that they could review the material anytime they wanted to, outside of the classroom. 

She said, 

I thought why not make the videos available to the students before they come to 

the class so that they can do a bit of predigestion of the concept as a pre-class 

activity. 

Amy wanted her students to review the materials before they came to the 

classroom so that she could use the face-to-face class time more effectively to engage her 

students. She added, 

I think, this is the advantage where the students can be introduced to the material 

at their own pace, at their preferred time. It offers the students a great deal of 

flexibility in terms of managing their time. 

Patricia, another participant of this study had a similar story. The nature of her 

course required spending a significant amount time for class discussion and class 

presentation. She faced a challenge conducting activities in addition to her lectures in the 

classroom. She read about flipped classrooms on the Inside Higher Ed website and 

wanted to try it for her capstone project course. Patricia provided her students with 

materials to watch and read before the class time. When the students came to class, they 

went through examples, such as how a sample proposal for their capstone project should 

look, and discussed how the topics were relevant in a professional setting. Adopting the 

flipped method made significant time available for conducting the necessary group 

activities in the classroom. Patricia added,  

They [students in her flipped class] have the content understanding when they are 

walking in through the door. 
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 Providing students more autonomy and support. Some instructors mentioned 

that they wanted to provide more autonomy and support for their students. One such 

instructor, Andy, first saw the demonstration of a flipped classroom at a conference 

during which an educational software vendor, Kaltura (a learning management system), 

showed how flipped classes were being implemented in STEM areas in the top 

universities. After the demonstration, Andy decided that he would like to become more of 

a facilitator in his class, rather than lecturing for every content area in the classroom. He 

thought that a flipped classroom would be a great way to provide autonomy to his adult 

learners as well as encourage responsibility on the part of the students. Andy felt that 

flipping the class would allow students to ask more questions and lead to a more 

engaging learning environment, especially, the most confusing/unclear questions which 

he mentioned as muddiest point questions. Muddiest point is a common term in the 

flipped classroom literature (Fautch, 2015; Moffett, 2015, Clark, Norman & Besterfield-

Sacre, 2014). Muddiest points are known as a type of classroom assessment techniques 

(CAT) to understand the students’ understanding of the pre-class materials. According to 

Jeffries and Huggett (2014) describe, “the muddiest point is a technique whereby students 

quickly note the greatest area(s) of difficulty (“the muddiest point”) that they have with 

lecture material or assigned readings.” (p.50) 

Students’ need for instructor presence outside of the face-to-face time.  Three 

out of six instructors mentioned that flipped classes turned out to be extremely helpful in 

the situation of a student or the instructor being unable to come to class for legitimate 

reasons (illness or weather issues). Instructors also acknowledged that they did not 

foresee such situations or benefits before they started to teach in a flipped format. In such 
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 cases, students might have missed the in-class activities or the instructors may have not 

been present in person, however, the students at least had access to the lecture content. 

Kim mentioned, 

There were a few days when it rained, and we got an email from the university 

that there was a threat of flood or heavy rain. I had students coming from all over 

the city. I didn't want them to be at risk, so I ended up having several of the 

classes online. 

It is noteworthy that when Bergman and Sams (2009) originally started their 

flipped class, they also had high-school students who were occasionally not able to attend 

some of the classes due to other unavoidable responsibilities or conflicts. In such cases, 

the recorded lectures helped the students. The current study supports Bergman and Sams’ 

(2009) point that flipped classes can be helpful in such cases in the context of higher 

education as well. Later in this study, there will be a discussion regarding how class 

attendance is essential to perform well in a flipped class both in terms of grades and 

content mastery. 

Andy mentioned that he took advantage of video recording technology and 

recorded both his pre-class lectures and in-class lectures. He explained that flipped 

classrooms do not necessarily involve providing videos only before the class. He 

suggested that flipped method instructors should also provide the recorded in-class 

lecture videos. Andy believed that a flipped class allowed him to provide learning support 

to the students beyond the classroom both before and after the class. He acknowledged 

that he was aware of the fact that research supports the idea of providing in-class lecture 

as a backup resource to the students as a good teaching practice. In Andy’s opinion, if 
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 students do not understand what the instructor said in class, or did not take notes 

properly, they could always access and play the recordings over and over again. Andy 

added, 

Being digitally present in both pre-class and post-class recordings and for in-

class activities, make them feel like I am always with them. 

Another instructor, Mike, mentioned that in his undergraduate class there were 

many students who were either internationals or non-native speakers of English. Before 

teaching in a flipped format Mike needed to spend a significant amount of time outside of 

the class, during his office hours, to explain part of the lectures to students who needed 

extra support. Mike noticed that, after he started teaching in a flipped format, the number 

of students coming to him for extra assistance after class was reduced. 

Increased instructor satisfaction. After teaching in a flipped format, instructors 

felt that their teaching effectiveness improved. Some reported that their satisfaction level 

also increased. Additionally, instructors were even more motivated to continue teaching 

in a flipped format. Jennifer expressed her satisfaction with the flipped method. She 

noticed that her students liked the new format much more than her previous style of 

solely face-to-face teaching. Jennifer explicitly mentioned how much she liked teaching 

in a flipped format. She said, 

So, I feel like it's more fun for me, I moved from this kind of talking head, one- 

way type of communication to more of a facilitator role, it's much more engaging, 

there are dialogs and discussion, fewer people fall asleep, more people come to 

class, grades are higher. 
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 Kim acknowledged that she typically did not like to lecture and thought she was 

not good at it. In her words, “I was getting very flustered.” After teaching in a flipped 

format, Kim had a different experience. She said, “I felt so much prepared. I feel like it 

improved my teaching.” 

Additionally, all instructors mentioned that the flipped format allowed them to 

have more preparation time. They could carefully plan for content before making a video, 

such as the length, sequence and the script. This reflective and iterative process led to 

fewer mistakes and shorter online multimedia content compared to their typical 

classrooms lectures. Instructors mentioned that in their old format of solely face-to-face 

teaching, lectures were often impromptu as opposed to the well-prepared content for a 

flipped class.  The search for perfection and being prepared further improved instructors’ 

satisfaction and motivated them to continue teaching in a flipped format. 

Findings Related to Question Two 

Next are the findings connected to research question two: What were the 

challenges and issues perceived by instructors in implementing and maintaining a flipped 

class method? The data revealed that the challenges and issues perceived by instructors 

could be classified into the categories that follow. 

Change in the teaching and learning environment. The biggest challenge came 

from the learning culture and pedagogical shift. The responses by the instructors showed 

that changes in the in-class and out-of-class learning environments were novel for both 

instructors and students, especially for the students who had never taken any class in a 

flipped format. 
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 All the instructors recognized that from the instructors’ point of view, it was 

important to accept the fact that flipped format demanded more time and planning in 

advance. However, they also acknowledged that even though it took significant time to 

prepare the videos and materials, it was a great learning experience that helped to 

minimize repetitive tasks. Some of the instructors who had been teaching for many years, 

felt like the flipped classroom experience helped to rediscover their teacher identities. 

Andy said 

 You know, every time I faced a challenge with this [flipped] format, I learned 

something new. I think the challenges forced me to become a better instructor. I 

became more creative. 

One common challenge faced by the instructors was a disparity in understanding 

the flipped format and students having difficulty in recognizing their responsibilities in 

this new setting. Instructors said that often students did not prepare themselves with the 

pre-class lectures. Sometimes, they simply failed to realize that they were required to 

watch the videos as part of the weekly/modular learning activities.  

Andy started his flipped class and hoped that his students would watch the 

lectures at their convenient pace and time. However, he was soon disappointed. He 

mentioned, “But as you know, sometimes, if you are not motivated to do your work, any 

pace means no pace for you.” 

He recalled that apart from required online videos and materials, he also provided 

supplemental readings or additional videos on Blackboard as part of his flipped class.  

Almost none of his students ever accessed them. Other instructors also faced the same 

issue. For example, Patricia mentioned almost in a similar tone, 
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 I could easily tell which group had watched or read the online materials. It was 

extremely clear during the classroom discussion. Some groups just stayed silent 

all the time. 

Several instructors in this study were of the opinion that due to the pre-class, in-

class, and post-class nature of the flipped method, a flipped classroom’s success is 

heavily dependent on student preparation and self-regulation, much more than in the case 

of a non-flipped classroom. 

Student resistance. Instructors noted that apart from the issue of students often 

failing to understand the out-of-class required activities, students who were exposed to a 

flipped class for the first time showed higher resistance to the format, both in class and 

out of class. Instructors explained that most of the time students are used to lecture heavy, 

non-flipped, face-to-face classroom type instruction. In their opinion, this new flipped 

format seems to come as a shock for students. Andy expressed his concern that since a 

flipped classroom requires students to do pre-class activities, students see such work as 

an extra burden and think that they are unfairly being asked to do more work. This was 

also evident in Kim’s class where students complained about the flipped format activities 

being too much work for them, especially watching videos in addition to the reading, 

online assignments and attending the face-to-face session. 

Amy recalled that after teaching in a flipped format for the first time, she noticed 

in her teaching evaluation that some students complained about the class being an 

“online” class which they did not “sign up for” or “pay for.” She said for the following 

classes she had to take the time to explicitly explain that the videos were not optional and 

the students were required to watch the lecture videos. Similarly, Jennifer also observed 
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 that if a student was attending a flipped class for the first time, his or her resistance was 

much higher. In her experience, however, once the students were introduced to the active 

learning structure of a flipped class and experienced the benefits (such as better time 

management, improved grades, engagement), students felt more comfortable with the 

flipped format. 

Time for preparation, delivery, quality, and length of the online videos.  With 

the exception of Patricia who used video content from a publisher, instructors who 

created their own videos offered that producing video content was very time-consuming. 

Jennifer reflected,  

It took time. I recorded and built those videos over time and got them stored on 

our Mediasite server [a server supported by the university] and embedded them 

on Blackboard with the help of our IT people. It was not a very quick process.  

Kim mentioned that recording and creating the videos was “incredibly time-

consuming,” unlike her typical face-to-face class lectures. Kim reflected,  

Making videos forced me to do a lot more preparation upfront. I would never do 

so much for a regular class. I prepared my lectures from the readings. I tried to 

pinpoint the readings and then sometimes bring some additional examples, points 

that were not in the readings. 

Another issue was the length of the videos. When Kim started teaching in a 

flipped format, her recorded videos were twenty to forty minutes long. She prepared them 

about a week in advance and uploaded them online. Later in the semester, through 

student feedback, she found that the students did not find the lengthy videos to be very 

useful. In a flipped class, videos are provided so that students get a chance to contemplate 
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 about what question to ask their instructors during the in-class session. Kim’s students, 

however, wanted to stop the videos and ask questions but were not immediately able to 

do so because of the online nature of the lecture delivery. In addition to that, Kim thought 

the length of the videos was an important factor that played a role in student 

dissatisfaction. 

Instructors also mentioned that it took a couple of semesters or more to be 

successful in a flipped classroom. Both Mike and Andy mentioned that it took significant 

time for them to record and occasionally edit the videos. Amy recorded her lectures 

during a summer semester when she was not teaching. In addition to video recording, 

adding diagrams, charts or onscreen demonstration of the concepts using screencasting 

software (mostly Camtasia) was time-consuming, prone to mistakes and technological 

issues such as poor synchronization of audio and video. All the instructors acknowledged 

that it was challenging to motivate students to watch the videos and to make the videos 

appealing to students, especially if the videos were not chunked into smaller sections 

containing concise information. 

Along with the length issue, another problem was quality. Some instructors 

initially struggled with making quality videos. One of the reasons the videos were not 

chunked into smaller parts or of high quality was instructors’ lack of training on how to 

record or edit videos using sophisticated software like Camtasia. Hence, the videos often 

ended up being unedited, long and unappealing to students. As a result, students 

sometimes did not like them. 

Issues with Blackboard as a learning management system.  The most common 

educational technology related issue faced by most of the instructors was accessing and 
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 navigating Blackboard. The learning management system plays a critical role in the 

facilitation of student-student, student-instructor, student-content (especially watching the 

videos online) interaction. Hence, any issue with Blackboard is bound to affect the 

teaching and learning as well as subsequent assessments. Jennifer mentioned, 

Out of the three things I use, Camtasia, Mediasite, and Blackboard, I am mostly 

irritated with Blackboard. We had set up everything inside Blackboard in 

learning modules format and then one day, Blackboard updated something, and 

the learning modules became very slow. The instructional designer who was 

working with me told me, ‘We don’t have a fix now, but you can move all of your 

learning modules into a content folder’. But I did not want to do that. 

Jennifer added that the frequent problem with Blackboard was very disappointing 

for her as an instructor, especially seeing that students were having difficulty in accessing 

or navigating the materials. Patricia, who calls herself as a technology lover felt like 

“Blackboard and I are never going to be friends.” Kim shared the issues she had with 

Blackboard collaborate, a tool she used to record her videos. She reflected, 

It has a delay issue; it’s sort of wonky, very slow. Also, for recording my online 

videos, when I used the mouse to circle something on a PowerPoint using 

Blackboard collaborate, students were like ‘Are you trying to circle something? 

Because we don't see anything.’ Whenever I moved an SPPS window, there would 

be like a trail of windows, one disappearing and one popped up, and I was like, 

oh my god, I can't even imagine watching this. Maybe that’s why students feel like 

they can't watch forty minutes of this. This is too painful. 
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 Attendance issues.  Some of the instructors mentioned that in their flipped 

classes there was an issue with class attendance which underscored the fact that students 

misunderstood that they were required to both watch the videos as well as attend class in 

person to participate in classroom activities. In Andy’s words, 

Even though my videos for the flipped class are provided as a tool to prepare for 

the material, the downside is that some students, you know, especially in the 

beginning of the semester, see the videos as a substitute for the class. Some 

students, generally not the top students, but those who find themselves on the 

bottom levels of the class, tend to stop coming to the class. My own anecdotal 

experience is that when students start skipping class and just start relying on the 

videos, their grades go down, so generally, they come back to class. 

Amy and Jennifer faced this problem until they started making sure that students 

understood the mechanism of the flipped classroom and that they were required to attend 

face-to-face sessions as well. The data analysis indicated that flipped class may lead to 

initial absences if students do not understand the format properly. 

Issues with creation and maintenance of groups. With the exception of Amy 

and Mike, all the other instructors divided students into specific groups for their courses. 

These groups were both online and in class. In general, instructors said they created 

groups with the aim of managing both the in-class and online activities, as well as group 

projects and group presentations. Flipped classrooms involved mandatory in-class group 

work; however, some instructors faced the additional challenge of not only creating 

groups but also engaging students in groups activities. 
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 Instructors mentioned that every semester, a few students complained that they 

did not like to work in groups. Some were shy or did not seem to like social interaction, 

others simply did not get along with other students. This resulted in students being 

assigned in a group but not working together very well. Some students said if the 

instructor had lectured in the class, they would learn more because they did not 

understand the concept from the online video lectures and hence, did not know what to do 

in a group setting. Patricia faced difficulties related to the timing for assigning groups 

members if she did not assign the students into specific groups from the beginning of the 

semester. Patricia said,  

Unless I did this earlier in the semester, some of those students would build 

friendship bonds so strong that it would become very difficult for me to separate 

them. It’s like separating siblings. 

Kim reflected her experience with online group work activities, stating, “It brings 

the inner meanness of people, or maybe it just reads that way, since there is no facial 

expression.” 

Issues with assessment techniques.  Instructors found that low-stakes formative 

assessment techniques such as short online quizzes following an online video lecture and 

in-class quizzes following a short in-class lecture were effective ways to monitor and 

measure student retention of knowledge. This technique also helped to ensure that 

students watched the online videos and remembered and understood the concepts. 

However, the deployment of online or in-class quizzes brought other challenges. 

Some of Jennifer’s students expressed their dislike for the fast-paced, hit-or-miss nature 

of the low-stakes multiple choice quizzes. Some others complained that they needed 
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 more time to understand the material before being forced to take the mandatory online 

quizzes. Sometimes, the online quizzes simply did not work because of technological 

issues. Jennifer added, 

The multiple-choice questions in the quizzes, when I built them up, I just set up 

option A as the right answer and asked the LMS to randomize the answer choices. 

That function stopped working! Took us a while to find it. But if you are a smart 

student you will know that the right answer was always gonna be A. This is a 

serious academic integrity issue! We fixed the development shell later, before the 

next semester. I had to build these courses at least two or three times, I fixed and 

re-randomized all the quizzes and answer choices and rebuilt all the eLearning 

modules but still, sometimes, they don’t work! I am sick of it. 

Mike had an issue with the in-class quizzing software Poll Everywhere. He said, 

“I didn't want my students to buy clickers, so I wanted to use Poll Everywhere.” In the 

large auditorium-style lecture hall that he used for teaching, the wi-fi did not work well. 

Consequently, many students could not connect and respond. 

Andy mentioned that his students occasionally were not able to access pre-class 

online quizzes or download/upload assignment files that were required to be completed 

before the next class. The reasons were both the technology issues as well as the lack of 

technology competence on the part of some students. Such issues often led to frustration 

for both instructors and students. A couple of instructors also complained about students 

cheating (such as responding on behalf of a friend) while using clickers for in-class 

quizzes. 
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 Active learning spaces.  All the instructors faced a common challenge 

concerning facilitation of the in-class active learning activities, such as group 

presentation or working on separate group projects or even freely moving from one place 

to another within the classroom. Their university had created a few classrooms that were 

designed to facilitate active learning. These thoughtfully designed rooms typically had 

multiple round tables and large monitors so that students seated anywhere in the 

classroom could watch the screen. This design also helped students work in groups and 

facilitated peer instruction/ interaction. However, only a few such rooms were available.  

As a result, most of the instructors were not able to avail themselves of such well-

designed rooms. Mike said that he could not see if students were checking their phones or 

laptops in the auditorium style lecture hall where he taught. Patricia mentioned that she 

had recently started teaching in one of those classrooms and that it made a big difference 

in her facilitation of in-class activities. Prior to that, however, she constantly faced 

challenges when it came time for her students to interact with each other or to move from 

one table to another. Later in this study, it will be discussed how flipped classrooms 

become more successful when the design of the room supports the active learning. 

Findings Related to Question Three  

This next section takes up participant responses to the third research question: 

What were the strategies and technologies recommended by the instructors for 

implementing and maintaining a flipped classroom?  Instructors indicated that the 

following strategies and technologies worked well for them. The suggested strategies and 

technologies are explained below. 
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 Instructional designer/faculty development center help.  All the instructors 

mentioned getting help from the faculty development center or instructional designers to 

some extent. They acknowledged that without such help it was much harder for them to 

design and implement a flipped class. Most of them got help from their college level 

instructional designers who helped them to design or redesign, choosing Blackboard 

templates and integrating instructional technology tools inside Blackboard. Research 

shows that instructional design can help tremendously in redesigning the flipped courses 

(Hernández-Nanclares & Pérez-Rodríguez, 2016). 

Jennifer mentioned that her instructional designer helped her to choose a 

Blackboard template, taught her how to rewrite the module wise learning outcomes and 

lecture specific learning objectives, create assignments and groups and deploy quizzes. 

The template helped her in organizing in-class and out-of-class components of her flipped 

class so that students can easily and sequentially access all the materials. 

Kim expressed a strong need for faculty development programs or a resource 

center for new faculty members like her who wants to use educational technology but 

often don’t know whom to contact for faculty support. She also said that getting an 

opportunity to look at the flipped design and delivery of someone who has already been 

successful would be extremely helpful for a new faculty like her. Kim recognized that 

having a designer on call to tackle technological problems helped the implementation of 

flipped classes. She said, “Designers have a very high threshold for dealing with 

technology issues, which I don’t have.” 
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 Start with partial flipping.  Instructors recommended that the decision to teach 

in a flipped format should be taken carefully and instructors should be ready to face 

unexpected surprises. Mike suggested, 

It might be too risky to suddenly flip a class. You don't want to mess up. Start 

flipping with some sections and be ready to make revisions. If students didn’t 

understand, be prepared to lecture again in your class. 

This statement was valid in general for the rest of the instructors as well. During 

the interviews, they often mentioned how they faced unexpected issues, especially in 

technology, unpreparedness, and resistance issues. As a result, they had to change 

something or take actions accordingly. Jennifer said,  

If you are not ready to dig deep, not willing to fail and take those risks, then it 

[flipped method] may not be a good fit for you. There will be things which will go 

wrong because you are redesigning. But that has nothing to do with the content; 

that has to do with the person or technology. 

Strategies to overcome student resistance.  Instructors suggested that it is a 

good practice to explain to students the purpose and structure of a flipped class. They 

noticed that without the explanation students often may find the structure of a flipped 

class as intimidating. Patricia and Andy used example videos from YouTube to show 

how instructors and students in different institutions implementing and getting benefitted 

from flipped classes. Explaining the purpose of increased active learning activities or 

better achievements of learning outcomes or even mentioning examples of successful 

flipped classes often sets the tone. 
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 All instructors mentioned the essential importance of a well-designed syllabus 

which can be used as a tool to communicate with the students. Jennifer used a “syllabus 

agreement” so that she and her students stayed on the same page. Jennifer said,  

I sign it first; then I ask them to sign the syllabus. So, there's another thing in the 

syllabus that now has given me an idea, and I'm highlighting other things they 

need to do and they have to sign. It is an agreement between me and the students. 

What I am going to do, what you are going to do. 

Andy used a similar strategy; he used an online low-stakes quiz for his syllabus. 

He mentioned that at the end of the first week of his flipped class, he had set up an online 

quiz on the syllabus as a graded assignment so that students take the assignment 

seriously. He believed that the quiz helped him to ensure that students have read and 

understood the details in the syllabus. 

Mike provided a lesson-by-lesson checklist which contained weekly learning 

objectives, readings, lists of videos to watch, and assignments. This way students knew 

what to watch or read what to do and when to do it, and what was coming next. Similarly, 

Patricia provided outlines for both in-class and out-of-class tasks for the students. 

An agreement between students and instructors seemed important, especially 

because, as in Kim’s case, initially she did not think about using videos for her students 

and it was not mentioned in the syllabus. She started posting videos a couple of weeks 

after the class had already started. She said,  

You are not allowed to add anything to a syllabus after the class has started; 

you’re only allowed to make changes to make things in the student’s favor. So, I 

never required them[students] to watch the videos because I was not allowed to. I 
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 think a more thoughtful design for the course would have provided mechanisms to 

encourage students to watch and interact with the videos. I was not able to. 

Chunking the video content.  Instructors shared their strategies for chunking 

down the videos before presenting to the students. Jennifer was the most experienced 

among all instructors with several years of teaching in a flipped format using videos. 

When asked about her videos, she said, 

In a regular face-to-face class, I was going to lecture for three hours, in the 

flipped format I am not going to do that. So, I started breaking them up. Each 

topic has many lessons in it. Sometimes it could be like eight topics and twenty 

lessons. That does not mean they all go into one module, by the way. These topics 

usually are spread across several modules. So, I break them up, kind of like bite 

size, manageable pieces. 

Jennifer mentioned a research study in psychology which showed that the human 

attention spans are shrinking. Being digital natives, today’s learners frequently access 

their mobile devices/social media and lose attention quickly. Considering this issue, for 

her graduate students, she made ten to twenty minutes long videos. For her undergraduate 

students, the videos were between three and seven minutes long. 

Mike and Andy said their videos are typically about ten minutes long and 

involved combined lectures with clips demonstrating lab experiments. Both mentioned 

that apart from keeping the duration of the videos short, it is important to make the videos 

engaging, by including graphics, external videos, live demonstrations as well as 

animations.  
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 Answering the most confusing (muddiest point) questions. To make sure that 

students’ muddiest point questions were being answered in class, Jennifer asked students 

to send their questions to her in advance, and she tried to answer them in class. Amy 

mentioned that her strategy was not to cover 100% of the topics in her online videos. She 

intentionally left some conceptual gaps or questions with an intention to induce critical 

thinking skills among students. Additionally, she encouraged students to come up with 

their own questions. In the beginning of every class, she delivered a quick and short 

lecture as a summary of the pre-class videos and then allowed students to ask their 

questions. 

Andy followed a similar strategy. Andy said he had started using clickers to 

administer in-class quizzes on muddiest points. Apart from answering the muddiest point 

questions, he also asked opinion questions to engage students in class discussion. He 

added, 

I found early on that if I say roses are red, then everyone pretty much comes back 

with the answer roses are red. So, I would rather ask them opinion questions like 

‘What’s your thought on this?’ I ask them questions where there is no definitive 

answer, and we discuss that in class. 

Strategies for managing groups.  Instructors frequently mentioned that group 

activities were essential for engaging students in any flipped classrooms; however, they 

used different strategies to manage group activities. Some strategies worked better than 

others, depending on the nature of the group. Patricia created smaller groups depending 

on students’ areas of interest, professional interest, and capstone projects. She called 

them “affinity groups.” She thought it was better to create groups early in the semester; 
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 otherwise, the late creation may damage the groups’ spirits. Andy suggested that he 

simply created groups based on students’ last names or just on a random basis so that 

there was no bias. Mike mentioned that he liked to balance groups by maintaining a 

proportion of genders. 

Strategies for engagement and assessments.  Instructors also shared their 

strategies for the student engagement and assessment in flipped classrooms. As 

mentioned earlier, they suggested to include some low-stakes formative assessments 

mainly to ensure that students were watching videos and doing pre-class assignments and 

retaining the knowledge. Amy, Andy, Mike and Jennifer used online quizzes. Amy 

added, 

I built this great course. But I need to make sure that they are watching the 

videos. So, I gave them lightly graded quizzes. The quiz is due at a certain day 

and time on Blackboard. Generally, right before they come to the class. If you 

don't do it by the time you come into class, you get a zero. 

In addition to the quizzes, Amy used something which she called “worksheets.” 

Students needed to work on the worksheets after they watched the videos outside the 

class. The worksheets were ungraded, just for practice and students’ self-check purposes. 

Students were told not to work on the worksheets until they had finished watching the 

videos. Jennifer also shared her reasons to start online quizzes for her videos. She 

recalled,  

So now my lectures have shifted, and now we need to have active [she stressed the 

word active] engagement in the classroom that led me to develop review questions 

related to the online lessons. You watch the lecture and you take this short quiz. 
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 Also, if you have questions, write those, too. I don’t want my students to feel like 

they didn’t get the chance to ask questions. So, if you have questions [while 

watching the videos], write them down and ask me during the class. 

Apart from online, instructors also used in-class activities to engage students. 

They used different strategies. Andy and his TAs would distribute blank pages to each 

group of the students so that they could write their ideas in response to a given in-class 

challenge or task. Each group member was required to actively participate and contribute 

to this activity. Sometimes those activities would be randomly graded and students were 

not told about it in advance. In this way, students were indirectly compelled to review the 

pre-class materials. Patricia reflected about her course, 

Typically, we don't have enough clickers in the class, so each group had only one 

clicker and so they respond as a group. But they foster a healthy sense of 

competition, which is sort of good I think. Not having a clicker is not always a 

bad thing; you have to make that work. Who does not like to be incentivized when 

they can take the quiz with somebody in the class? But the bottom line is they are 

actually learning! And the technology is helping us here. 

Another strategy used by Mike was that students had to interact with a randomly 

assigned peer in class, which is often known as Peer instruction (Mazur, 1999, 2013), and 

asked to explain a certain concept to the peer. This method often facilitated students 

(especially having two conflicting opinions about something) cognitively challenging 

each other. Mike said (in a funny way), 
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 You never know. If your assigned peer is from the opposite sex or very attractive, 

you better do your homework [watching videos or reading assigned materials] 

properly, so that you don’t embarrass yourself in public. 

Using instructor-led discussion. Typically, in-class student group or peer 

discussions are an integral part of flipped classrooms (Bishop & Verleger, 2013; Kim, 

Kim, Khera & Getman, 2014). A couple of instructors in this study found instructor-led 

discussion worked well for them. An instructor-led discussion is where the instructor 

leads the discussion while maintaining a student-centered classroom environment. 

Jennifer said,  

Especially for undergraduate students, I find that if you ask them ‘Oh yeah, you 

reviewed this lesson online, what questions do you have about it’? Silence in the 

class! If I [she stressed the word I] provide the question or the cue, it’s like a seed, 

right? Like giving them something to get the discussion started. I always tell them 

they can ask more questions beyond my review questions. 

Andy wanted to improve peer-to-peer interaction in his class. He used Learning 

Catalytics on a trial basis to engage students in a think-pair-share kind of activity. But it 

did not work, which led him to adopt an instructor-led discussion approach. He said, 

It seemed like they were talking amongst themselves anyway. Even though I asked 

them not to do so. At first, I asked them to think individually, then turn to their 

peers. But it didn’t work. So, I thought, okay, let me facilitate the discussion. I 

started giving them topics and facilitated the discussion. My TAs and I also 

provided guidance on how to be active in a discussion. We made sure that 

everyone was participating. 
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 Creating more active learning classroom spaces.  As mentioned under the 

data analysis of research question two, some instructors felt that the architecture or set up 

of the classrooms played a big role in facilitating in-class activities for flipped classes. 

Patricia said,  

Those are the biggest thing. Location, location, and location! Even with the same 

content, with the same delivery, it makes a truly amazing difference to the 

engagement and comfort for a three-hour class. 

Andy and Mike mentioned that they had heard about those rooms, and they would 

like to use such rooms for their flipped classes to facilitate even more active learning. 

One can note that Jorstad (2012) mentioned, 

A flipped Classroom can become much a more engaging environment, when the 

design of the room promotes active learning. Carefully designing the learning 

environment to promote an active learning space accentuates the notion of flipping the 

experience.  MIT, the University of North Carolina, and Penn State are just some the 

many examples of creating active learning spaces which do not define the front of the 

classroom as one area. Multiple projection and displays, distributed and clustered AC 

power, and innovative furniture all work in unison to create a truly Flipped Classroom 

experience. (p.1) 

Instructor feedback and support.  Instructors expressed that students seemed to 

find the feedback by the instructors very helpful in the flipped classes. Students seemed 

to think that the instructors cared for them, especially when a flipped class was very 

novel for the students. Instructors suggested that for very large flipped classes, where 

individual feedback may not always be possible, it can be done by addressing students’ 
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 questions on their most troublesome points. The instructors also offered that students 

should be given an opportunity to post their questions online so that the instructor could 

prepare for the following in-class lecture based on the students’ level of understanding. 

Both Andy and Jennifer shared their phone numbers with the students. Jenifer 

took the phone numbers of her students as well and tried to touch base with each student 

at least once a semester to ask if they were having any issues with the course. She said 

that building this rapport helped her, especially because some of her undergraduate 

students had never taken a class in a flipped format, she said, “They need more support 

and as an instructor, it is my responsibility to make sure they get it.”  

Using social media.  This study found that social media can be very useful for 

supporting the pedagogical philosophy behind a flipped class; especially, supporting the 

goal of active and extended student engagement beyond physical classrooms. Mike’s 

students used a software called Story Maps to create a report from their field trips. They 

were asked to post and share the Story Maps on social media and tag the locations. 

Patricia also used social media as an interesting way to engage her students. She 

mentioned, 

Basically, I ask them to follow someone or a federal agency they would like to 

work with so that they get the updates which may help them with their job search. 

They can also follow anything they're passionate about. I create a hashtag for my 

course and ask them to use the hashtag whenever they post something about the 

course activities. It’s a fun activity for the class. 

Recommended technologies.  Instructors had varied levels of knowledge about 

educational technology tools. They were aware of many third-party technologies 
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 available for educational purposes. However, some of the instructors expressed their 

concern regarding using new technology unless the they were secure, institutionally 

supported and authenticated by the intuitional login system. They mentioned that 

students’ privacy and security issues were a big concern for them. The table below shows 

some tools that worked well for flipped classes. 

Table 3 

Tools for flipped classes 

Purpose Tool Name 

Collaboration  Blackboard Collaborate, Perusall, Voice thread, 

Blackboard Discussion Board, Blackboard wiki, Story 

Maps, Office 365 

Presentation feedback. Poll-Everywhere, Kahoot, Survey Monkey 

Quizzing.  

 

Kahoot, Blackboard quiz, Camtasia, TurningPoint 

clickers, Poll Everywhere 

Video recording / 

Screencasting/ podcasting 

and video delivery 

Camtasia Studio, Camtasia Relay, Snagit, PowerPoint, 

Mediasite, Blackboard collaborate, YouTube, publisher’s 

content, audio recorded PowerPoints 

Demonstration of concepts Virtual or augmented reality, 3D printed models 

Communication tools Blackboard email, syllabus quiz, social media, Piazza 

 

The next chapter focuses on the discussion of the findings, implications of the 

findings on Teaching and Learning and research, recommendations for further research, 

and conclusion.  



 

 

Chapter V 

Discussions, Implications and Recommendations 

 The purpose of this study was to understand the motivations, challenges and 

strategies shared by six university level instructors on the flipped pedagogical technique. 

A qualitative method research method was used. This chapter focuses on the discussion 

of the findings, implications of the finding on teaching and learning research, 

recommendations for further research, and conclusion. The conclusion drawn from this 

study aims to help the instructors and instructional designers when designing and 

implementing flipped classes. 

The findings of this study add to the existing literature by contributing to the 

knowledge base in the field of flipped classrooms and technology integration. This study 

will help future researchers and practitioners in higher education, and elsewhere in 

education, to effectively design flipped classroom instruction and smoothen the transition 

process for instructors who have been using the traditional face-to-face lecture method. 

This study may serve as a guide to improve such instructors’ teaching and course 

designing practice by focusing on more active learning environment while integrating the 

latest technology to match the tech-savvy students of the new millennium. 

Discussion 

This section outlines a discussion of the findings and the implications in the 

broader field of research and practice.  

Instructor’s role and preparation in a new pedagogical environment.  

Findings suggested that instructors should realize that in a flipped class, the students and 

instructors are equally responsible for attainment of learning outcomes and success. 
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 Instructors need to understand the fact that in the case of a flipped classroom, the 

instructor’s responsibility increases. Moving the lectures outside the classroom does not 

take them away from classroom responsibilities. Rather, flipped classrooms bestow some 

additional responsibilities where instructors need to carefully decide what to flip and how 

much to flip and how the flip affects the design, delivery, assessment techniques, and 

most importantly student learning outcomes. Jennifer said, 

My philosophy has been for a long time; learning is a partnership. I don't know 

what the percentages are; it may not be fifty-fifty. But that's how I can just 

describe it. I believe the instructor has a fifty percent responsibility to get all the 

course content and lead them through, answer the questions. Support them, 

provide the knowledge. But then the other percentage comes from the student. I 

realized it’s not enough to have student responsibility, I need to have instructor’s 

responsibility as well. 

Before starting, instructors should carefully evaluate if a flipped class will serve 

the purpose of the ultimate learning outcomes for the students. Flipped classes require 

planning and a significant time to prepare the materials (videos/ just-in-time lectures/ 

podcasts). Often, depending on the student feedback, significant changes may need to be 

made to the materials to make them best suitable for the targeted learners.  Instructors 

have to be flexible, willing to take on challenges and put forth great efforts to make their 

flipped classes successful. It is also the instructor’s responsibility to make sure that the 

instructor and the students are on the same page. 

There may be a drop in the attendance at the beginning of the semester. In a 

flipped class, students sometimes assume that they do not need to come to the class since 
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 online video lectures are available. Typically, however, later in the semester they realize 

that if they do not come to the class, it affects their grades.  

It is a good practice to supplement videos with low-stakes quizzes or online 

formative assessments to make sure that students are watching the videos and checking 

their understanding. 

One more issue instructors should remember is that initially making the videos 

and producing them may be significantly time-consuming, but this may save time in the 

long run because many of the videos may not have to be remade for following semesters 

or years. 

Creating student centered active learning pedagogy.  The data analysis 

revealed that by shifting their lecture outside of the classroom and providing more 

autonomy to the students, instructors intentionally create a student-centered, active 

learning environment in a flipped classroom. In chapter two, the researcher demonstrated 

that philosophies behind flipped classrooms are consistent with constructivism 

(Vygotsky, 1978). After analyzing the results of the current study, the researcher found 

that the findings were also consistent with Self-determination theory (SDT) which was 

originally authored by Deci and Ryan (1985, 2000). SDT indicates that when basic 

psychological needs such as autonomy, relatedness, and competence are met, learners 

become more engaged. Even though this study focused on faculty perspectives, the 

analysis of interview data indicated that with more autonomy, such as being able to 

choose their own assignment format (as long as the learning outcome is met) or being 

able to play videos at their convenient time, and having the increased ownership of their 

learning process, students became more engaged. Instructors claimed that the average 
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 grades were higher in a flipped class. Students also felt related, not only to each other 

but also to instructors and the materials. The instructors acknowledged that in their 

flipped classrooms there were often group/collaborative activities and peer interaction 

which created such relatedness. Patricia’s creation of ‘affinity groups’ is an example of 

such relatedness. Competence was also evident in flipped classrooms taught by the 

instructors. According to SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2000), competence means achieving 

content mastery, gaining skills and knowledge, and scaffolding from easier tasks to more 

complex tasks. The instructors used various online and in-class technology tools such as 

Blackboard quizzes, Learning Catalytics, or Poll Everywhere to measure the students’ 

knowledge. Both Kim and Andy said that they made all the videos available to students at 

the beginning of the semester. They recalled that some of the students finished watching 

and took related quizzes much before the due date. This helped the inquisitive students 

who wanted to learn more and stay ahead of their peers. 

Preparing for the unpredictability of educational technology.  Instructional 

technology greatly helps in facilitating the active learning in flipped classroom by 

enabling the content delivery, in-class and out-of-class activities, and assessments. 

However, instructional technology may create problems as well. All instructors 

complained about their university’s learning management system (LMS), which in this 

institution was Blackboard. Sometimes they could not find solutions and had to continue 

teaching which led to running their flipped classes inefficiently. There were also 

problems with classroom wi-fi connections which were required to run some of the 

instant quizzing software as a supplement to the online lecture videos. Students were 

distracted because of such issues and successful implementation of a flipped method was 
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 not always possible. Hence, there are a few unpredictable complications that instructors 

have to be ready for and which require a secondary plan of action in case they are unable 

to follow their initial instructional plan. 

Instructors must have institutional and faculty development support.  The 

data analysis suggested that instructors should have IT or instructional design support to 

successfully implement and maintain a flipped classroom. In a tier-one research 

university where the study was conducted, the instructors may be great researchers, or on 

a tenure track with research duties and publication goals, or have great knowledge of the 

subjects they are teaching; however, these factors did not automatically make them 

effective and successful instructors in a blended setting like flipped classrooms where 

they had to incorporate the technology in a pedagogically consistent way. Anticipating 

that instructors may face challenges; they should discuss with their departments the level 

of support to be provided when the instructor typically attempts a course redesign using 

technology. 

Kim mentioned that as a new faculty, she often felt helpless and did not know 

whom to contact when she had issues with her flipped class. Institutions should also 

understand that an instructor’s role is not a technology problem solver. Instructors should 

be provided with enough resources, so they feel supported and know how to quickly 

connect to support staffs. Additionally, institutions should make sure that the students 

also have prompt support, especially, when they report technology related issues. If the 

classroom activities require a good wi-fi connection, the institution's IT should ensure 

good and reliable connectivity. Creating a shareable resource center with faculty 

development support is suggested. Institutions should regularly review the existing 
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 instructional technologies and how instructors are using them as well as evaluate new 

technology that may enhance the existing student and instructor experience. These 

findings are supported by Dahlstrom (2015): 

Faculty and student impressions about technology integration are more positive at 

institutions that provide faculty with individual or group educational technology training. 

Providing educational technology training to faculty is associated with more positive 

impressions about technology, especially for the percentage of students reporting that 

‘all’ or ‘almost all’ faculty use technology effectively or have adequate technology skills. 

(p. 9) 

Quality assurance.  Findings further suggest that instructors must make sure that 

the design and delivery of the course and course content maintains a good standard. 

Professional training programs such as Designing Your Blended Course (DYBC) offered 

by a well-known organization like Quality Matters (QM) or programs offered by online 

and blended learning communities such as Online Learning Consortium (OLC) can 

tremendously help instructors and instructional designers to design a flipped classroom 

based on research based best practices. Instructors not only concern themselves with the 

design of a flipped class but also should make sure the delivery of the course also follows 

a certain standard. Before launching a course, instructors and instructional technologists/ 

designers should make sure all the features of LMS are properly functioning. If there are 

recorded videos, videos should be free of errors and be of high quality. Instructors should 

not only check these issues by themselves but also should discuss with their colleagues as 

a faculty learning community. An added check would be to solicit student feedback (if 

possible) before live course delivery. Poorly designed and delivered materials can 
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 negatively affect the students. If the instructor is not sure about the video quality, it is 

better to use professionally recorded videos from YouTube or a third-party website or 

from a publisher content instead of the instructor trying to record him/herself. One great 

free resource is OER (https://www.oercommons.org/) which is a freely available high-

quality educational resource which contains a dynamic digital library and network. 

Communication strategies and engagement of students.  As seen in chapter 

four, clear communication was the key to implement and administer a flipped class. 

Communicating in syllabi and asking students to sign created a contract between student 

and instructor. This practice helped to clarify the instructor’s expectation and the 

students’ responsibilities. 

Since the blended aspect of a flipped classroom involves mandatory online 

activities, it is essential that even outside the class instructors maintain their presence and 

keep students engaged. Providing engaging ways for students to interact with each other 

both inside and outside the learning management system and classrooms are crucial. 

Concurrently, the interaction between a student and an instructor as well as between a 

student and the content is necessary as well. These interactions altogether help to foster a 

‘community of inquiry’. A community of inquiry (Garrison & Arbaugh, 2007) involves: 

i) ‘social presence,’ such as risk-free expression, encourages collaboration and emotions, 

ii) ‘cognitive presence’, such as information exchange, connecting ideas and applying 

new ideas; and iii) ‘teaching presence’, such as setting curriculum and methods, and 

focusing discussion.  

This study shows that a flipped classroom, if designed and executed properly, 

leverages the creation and maintenance of communities of inquiry. In such a system, 
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 instructors using video and other forms of multimedia can create a virtual teaching 

presence and transfer their knowledge to students via student-instructor interaction. 

Research shows that using multimedia helps students learn and retain information in a 

better way (Mayer, 2002, 2005). On the other hand, when students interact with other 

students and content, they experience themselves as part of a community and construct 

their knowledge and learning. 

Even though most of the instructors recorded their own videos, they suggested 

that it is better not to show their faces as a ‘talking head’ throughout the lecture. They 

acknowledged the instructors’ presence is important for the online platform; however, 

they preferred to record only voices for most of the time except for chapter welcomes or 

weekly welcome videos, rather than showing their faces. 

SAMR model and flipped classroom.  Data analysis also indicated that 

instructors may make their decision to integrate technology according to the ultimate 

course learning outcomes as well as the level (higher order thinking or lower order 

thinking) of skills/activities they want their students to engage in. This study revealed that 

when integrating technology, instructors considered the importance and purpose of 

integrating technology which is consistent with the growing literature in the field of the 

SAMR model as a taxonomy (JISC, 2015). When making technology integration 

decisions for a lesson, levels of SAMR taxonomy could be useful. The SAMR model, 

developed by Ruben Puentendura (2009), stands for substitution, augmentation, 

modification, and redefinition. The findings showed how instructors integrate technology 

for various purposes. The list of technologies can be categorized, and their purpose can 

be explained using the SAMR model. This study suggests that the instructors should use 
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 the SAMR model as a useful guide or taxonomy while integrating technology or 

considering any new technology that has not been used before. This step can be 

compared with the way learning outcomes or objectives are decided using Bloom’s 

revised taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001). 

The table below shows the categorization of the technology used or suggested by 

the instructors in different domains of the SAMR model. 

Table 4 

SAMR model with the suggested/ recommended technology 

SAMR Model Technology 

Substitution: 

(When technology acts as a 

direct tool substitute, with no 

functional change) 

Submitting assignments as typed electronic copy, audio 

recorded PowerPoints, Survey monkey, Blackboard course 

content, using MS Office 365 (provided free of cost to the 

students by the university) 

Augmentation 

(When technology acts as a 

direct tool substitute with 

functional improvement) 

Google forms, online quiz, annotated pdf Camtasia, SnagIt, 

videos with embedded quizzes, recorded videos, Blackboard 

wiki, syllabus quiz, Piazza 

  

Modification 

(When technology allows for 

significant task redesign) 

Social media, TurningPoint clickers, videos with closed 

captioning, Story Maps 
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Redefinition: 

(When technology allows for 

creation of new tasks, 

previously inconceivable) 

3D printed models, Learning Catalytics, active learning 

classrooms, Voicethread, virtual or augmented reality, 

Perusall 

 

Table 4 shows that the technologies and tools chosen by the faculty members and 

their intentions of enhancing or transforming the learning activities by incorporating 

technology are consistent in all four levels of the SAMR. Instructor responses indicated 

that all the technology and tools listed in the upper two levels (substitution and 

augmentation) were chosen either to substitute or to functionally improve the in-class or 

out-of-class learning experience. Hos-McGrane (2011) suggested that instructors can use 

SAMR taxonomy to move towards more transformational stages (reflected by the faculty 

choice of the technologies and tools listed in the bottom two levels in Table 4) where 

increased student-centered activities will be facilitated by a complex usage of technology. 

Research shows students learn better when they are more engaged and socially connected 

(Quaye & Harper, 2014). In this study, the SAMR model as a taxonomy can be compared 

with Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001) where the goal is to foster the 

higher order thinking skill (HOTS) related activities leading to active learning and 

engagement which is exactly the goal of the flipped method. 

Active learning classrooms.  Johnson et al. (2016) reported,  

All over the world, universities and colleges have been redesigning their learning 

spaces to accommodate the new pedagogies and active learning models described 
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 across a number of topics in this report. Traditional classroom setups that position 

rows of seats in front of a podium are being remodeled to facilitate deeper 

learning experiences and interactions. (p. 7) 

The results of this study also showed that the instructors who wanted to teach in a 

flipped format typically preferred access to the learning spaces called “Active Learning 

Classrooms” (ALC). These rooms are often also known as SCALE-UP classrooms which 

is an abbreviation of Student-Centered Active Learning Environment with Upside-down 

Pedagogies project (Stoltzfus & Libarkin, 2016). However, the availability of such rooms 

is often limited in institutions. As such, instructors are advised to reserve or 

request/schedule such rooms well in advance. As mentioned in chapter two, Baepler et al. 

(2014) showed that students in active learning classrooms outperformed aptitude-based 

expectations in terms of learning outcomes when compared to students in traditional 

classrooms. It should also be noted that a recent study by Stoltzfus and Libarkin (2016) 

showed that when students in SCALE-UP classrooms compared their experience to 

traditional classrooms, they thought that SCALE-UP infrastructure enhanced 

performance, but there was no actual student performance difference. Stoltzfus and 

Libarkin (2016) suggest that since flipped classrooms incorporate group work, the 

SCALE-UP type classrooms may better facilitate implementation of active learning 

activities. Hence, the implication is that classroom design and organization matters. If 

such rooms are not available, the instructors may rearrange the classroom tables and 

chairs to facilitate the group activities. If that is not possible, students can turn around to 

talk to their peers. 
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 Accessibility issues and ADA compliance.  While describing the best practices 

for flipped classrooms, Hanover’s research (2013, October 15) said that “Most 

practitioners and researchers agree that educators implementing a classroom flip should 

select simple, accessible, and familiar technology.” (p.1) The issues of 

accessibility/Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) should be taken seriously, both in-

class and online. Since flipped classes typically involve watching videos, and there may 

be students with a visual disability, some of the participants of this study expressed the 

desire to add captions to their videos. However, professional captioning costs money. 

Unless the captioning budget is supported by the department or institution, it is 

challenging to provide captions. If the faculty members write the scripts for the videos in 

advance, instead of impromptu voicing over, those scripts can closely serve as captions. 

Typically, all LMSs have a section dedicated to Section 508 

(https://www.section508.gov/) explaining accessibility requirements and responsibilities. 

An instructional designer or the faculty should check for the scope and limitations in this 

regard when officering instruction in a flipped format. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

The researcher believes that the same study with the same research questions 

asked across multiple teaching and research universities with access to different learning 

management systems, technology, and funding, as well as different student populations 

would be a valuable addition. 

Since the instructor’s personal belief about pedagogy and usage of technology 

affects the success of flipped classroom, it may be an area this researcher can further 

explore. Instructors in higher education often come from different cultural beliefs about 
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 pedagogy and technology integration (Doherty & Singh, 2005; Kim, Kim, Lee, Spector 

& DeMeester, 2013; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010). Based on the researcher’s 

personal experience, it seemed that sometimes, instructors who deeply hold a belief about 

traditional lecture-centered classrooms often argue that students come to class to listen to 

their class lectures. Such instructors also seem to believe that by providing videos and 

moving part of the instructions online, the uniqueness of the faculty and his/her teaching 

style will be undermined.  

Another area of possible research could focus on the role of faculty development 

center support in redesigning and transforming flipped classrooms. While interviewing 

the instructors, the researcher discovered that the instructors who had participated in 

more faculty development activities encountered fewer problems with implementing the 

flipped classroom format of instruction. A related area of future research could be 

whether a learning community of experienced faculty can help the newer faculty 

members with better implementation and success of flipped classes.  

Another research question worth exploring is whether flipped classrooms lead to a 

more inclusive classroom environment. Several research studies have shown that the 

flipped method can cater to the need of a diverse group of learners and lead to more 

personalized learning. However, most of the research to date focuses on K-12 students. 

Investigating the ways in which adult learners in a classroom with different cultural, 

gender, sexual preference, language differences, and disabilities benefit from a flipped 

class would be an interesting area to explore, which could in turn lead to changes in 

classroom teaching practices. 
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 Implications for Practice of Teaching and Learning 

An increasing body of research shows (Prince 2004, Freeman et al. 2014), flipped 

and the corresponding active learning activities have positive effects on student 

engagement, retention, and success, which are important parameters for any institutions. 

This study suggests that institutions should adopt the flipped method. However, 

flipped classrooms, if not designed and implemented properly, may lead to unsuccessful 

outcomes. With limited resources and time for both instructors and the institutions, it is 

essential to follow good research based guidelines that can help them to redesign their 

courses successfully into flipped format. The results of this study focused on the 

problems that instructors typically faced and the strategies they adopted when dealing 

with adult learners, especially at the undergraduate level. These findings may help others 

avoid such mistakes or make plans for the challenges that may arise.  

Conclusion 

This research study tried to fill the gap between research focused on flipped 

classroom implementation procedures and student outcomes and success, and research 

which delves deeply into instructors’ personal experiences with flipped classrooms. The 

researcher recognizes that a flipped classroom is not a solution for all instructional 

challenges (Clark, 2012). This research suggests that instructors need to be motivated in 

creating a student-centered learning environment where students learn via socially 

supported interactions (Vygotsky, 1978) and need more opportunities to be autonomous, 

competent and feel related to their peers. Instructors should first identify and evaluate if 

the flipped classroom is the only or the best solution for them to achieve the targeted 

learning outcomes for their students. Hopefully, as instructors start to see themselves 
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 more as facilitators who are willing to scaffold, guide their adult learners and make the 

best use of pedagogically sound educational technologies, we will see a stronger 

“partnership” in coming days. 
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Appendix A 

 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL



 

 

 

 

Topic Domain One: Teaching style / Motivational factors / Assessment 

 

[Lead-off question]:  

1. How long have you been teaching courses in a flipped format? 

2. Can you tell me how your classes typically look like? Please tell me about how 

you teach your students. Tell me everything, how you teach, whom do you teach, 

class size, what subject do you teach and if any particular style you follow. In 

details, please. 

3. Since you teach in a flipped format, please describe the pre-class, in-class and 

post class (if applicable) activities. 

4. Please tell me about the assessment method you use for your class? Please include 

formative or summative assessment techniques, if applicable. 

5. Please tell me what worked for you and what did now work while following this 

style. 

6. What are few lessons you learned while teaching a flipped classroom? 

 

[Possible Follow up questions]: 

• So how do you define a flipped classroom? 

• What was your motivation for using this learning style?  

• When did you first hear about this style? 

• In your case, why the flipped classroom is different from a regular class? Please 

be critical. 

• What is the role of the videos in a flipped classroom? 

• What strategies do you use to engage your students? 

• Do you know any of your colleagues or someone who is also using this format? 

• Did you hear anything about their experience, was it same as yours?  

• The assessment method you just mentioned, was that low stake or high stake.  

• How do you decide when to use low-stakes / high-stakes assessment? 

 

 

Topic Domain Two: Technology, Materials delivery and Quality 

 

[Lead-off question]:  

 

1. Tell me about the usage of technology in your instruction. Please include any in-

class or outside the class Educational technologies that you use for instruction.  

 

2. I would like to know you incorporate educational technology in your class. For 

example, the software you use for recording your lectures, the learning 

management system (LMS) you use for delivering your materials and also the 

software you use for testing/ assessment purposes. 

 

3. What are few lessons you learned about using educational technology for your 

flipped classroom? 



 

  

 

[Possible Follow up questions]: 

 

• Why did you choose these technologies? 

• How are they working for you? Tell me in details. 

• Do you have enough technological support / Infrastructure? 

• Do you take help from instructional designers? 

• Do you record your own lectures? If you don’t what do you use? May I know the 

details? 

• What are the typical durations of your posted lectures? 

• What do you think about the quality of the recorded lectures? 

• How do ensure the quality of the recorded lectures? Tell me the process, what do 

you do - step by step, please. 

• If you don’t record your lectures, what materials do you usually use to shift your 

in-class lecture time to outside class. 

• How do you make sure that students are watching the videos?  

• What are the other technologies you know and would be interested to use? 

• Do you remember any technology related issues that you had? Please elaborate.  

 

 

End questions: 

 

• Is there anything else that you would like to mention before we finish? 

• What advice would you like to give to the future implementers of a Flipped 

classroom method? 
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